
Readers are invited to submit comments and
suggestions concerning this publication.
Address them to Feliks Tamm, Chief, Statistical
Indicators Division, Bureau of Economic Analysis,
U.S. Department of Commerce, Washington, D.C. 20230

NEW FEATURES

AND CHANGES

FOR THIS ISSUE

Changes in this issue are as follows:

1. The series on employment and unemployment in the
civilian labor force (series 37, 42-44, 60, 90, 91, 441,
442, 444-448, and 451-453) have been revised by the source
agency for the period 1975 to date. These revisions re-
flect the updating of seasonal adjustment factors for these
series.

Further information concerning these revisions may be
obtained from the U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor
Statistics, Office of Current Employment Analysis, Division
of Employment Analysis.

2. The series on personal income in 1972 dollars
(series 51 and 52) have been revised for the period 1959 to
date on the basis of recently published monthly implicit
price deflators for personal consumption expenditures (PCE).
These deflators replace the estimated monthly PCE deflators
previously used.

Further information concerning these revisions may be
obtained from the U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
Economic Analysis, Statistical Indicators Division.

Information concerning the new monthly PCE deflators
may be obtained from the U.S. Department of Commerce,
Bureau of Economic Analysis, National Income and Wealth
Division.

(Continued on page iv.)

The February issue of BUSINESS CONDITIONS DIGEST is scheduled
for release on March 4.
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3. The series based wholly or in part on U.S. money stock measures (series
85, 102, and 104-108) have been revised for the period July 1978 to date. These
revisions reflect the source agency's incorporation of December 1978 and March
1979 benchmark adjustments into the money stock data.

Further information concerning these revisions may be obtained from the
Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, Division of Research and Statis-
tics, Banking Section.

4. Appendix C contains historical data for series 48, 56, 57, 65, 76-78,
104, 223, 548, 557, 559, 561, 570, 588, 961, 963, and 964.

5. Appendix G contains cyclical comparisons for series 50, 77, 86, 92, 910,
and 920.

JULIUS SHISKIN AWARD FOR ECONOMIC STATISTICS

Nominations are invited for the first annual Julius Shiskin
Award for outstanding achievement in the field of economic
statistics. The Award has been established by the Washington
Statistical Society Chapter of the American Statistical Asso-
ciation in memory of Julius Shiskin and to encourage others
to engage in innovative work in economic statistics.

The Award is designed to honor an unusually original and im-
portant contribution in the development of economic statis-
tics or in the use of economic statistics in interpreting the
economy. The contribution could be in research, in innova-
tion in the production of economic statistics, in the use of
economic statistics to analyze and interpret the economy, or
in developing public understanding of measurement issues.
Either individuals or groups can be nominated.

The Award recipient will be chosen by representatives from
the Bureau of Labor Statistics, Bureau of the Census, Bureau
of Economic Analysis, Office of Federal Statistical Policy
and Standards, National Bureau of Economic Research, National
Association of Business Economists, and WSS, all of which Mr.
Shiskin was associated with in his long and fruitful career.
The Award will be presented with an honorarium of $250 at the
1980 WSS Annual Dinner in June 1980.

A nomination form can be obtained by writing to the Julius
Shiskin Award Committee, c/o American Statistical Association,
806 15th Street, NW, Washington, DC 20005. Completed nomina-
tion forms must be received by April 20, 1980.

IV
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Readers are invited to submit comments and
suggestions concerning this publication.
Address them to Feliks Tamm, Chief, Statistical
Indicators Division, Bureau of Economic Analysis,
U.S. Department of Commerce, Washington, D.C. 20230

NEW FEATURES

AND CHANGES

FOR THIS ISSUE

Changes in this issue are as follows:
r

1. New seasonal adjustment factors have been computed
for 18 series using the X-ll variant of the Census Method
II seasonal adjustment program. The new factors are shown
in appendix B for all of these series except series 9, 10,
12, and 112. The table below shows the beginning month
(or quarter) for application of the new seasonal factors
to each series:

Series
number

5
9

10
12
13
15
33
72

112

Beginning date for
new factors

January 1975
January 1980
January 1980
January 1975
January 1975
IQ 1974
January 1976
January 1980
January 1980

Series
number

517
525
543
570
580
604
606
614
616

Beginning date for
new factors

October 1977
October 1977
November 1979
December 1979
October 1977
December 1979
December 1979
January 1976
December 1979

2. Data for seasonally adjusted Producer price indexes
have been revised by the source agency for the period 1975
to date to reflect new seasonal adjustments of the basic
data. In addition, some of the producer price indexes shown
in BCD or used as deflators for individual indicators have
been revised for the period 1967 through 1974 to correct
discrepancies between data recently obtained from the source
agency and data in the BCD files. Thus, the following SOT
series are revised for the periods indicated below:

1967 to date: Series 7 and 92.
1975 to date: Series 8, 36, and 331-334.

(Continued on page iv.)

The March issue of BUSINESS CONDITIONS DIGEST is scheduled
for release on April 2.
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The series on Change in PPI, all commodities (series 330c) and industrial commodities (series 335c) are no
longer shown in seasonally adjusted form.

Further information concerning the producer price index revisions may be obtained from the U.S. Department
of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, Office of Prices and Living Conditions, Division of Industrial Prices and
Price Indexes.

3. Data for seasonally adjusted Consumer price indexes have been revised by the source agency for the
period 1975 to date to reflect new seasonal adjustments of the basic data. In addition, the seasonally adjusted
CPI data shown in BCD or used as deflators for individual indicators have been revised for the period 1967 through
1974 to correct discrepancies between data recently obtained from the source agency and data in the BCD files.
Thus, series 53, 320c, and 322 are revised for the period 1967 to date.

Further information concerning these revisions may be obtained from the U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of
Labor Statistics, Office of Prices and Living Conditions, Division of Consumer Prices and Price Indexes.

4. Series 341 (Real average hourly earnings of production workers in the private nonfarm economy) has been
revised by the source agency for the period 1975 to date. This revision reflects the revision in consumer price
data used to deflate this series. (See item 3, above.)

Further information concerning this revision may be obtained from the U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of
Labor Statistics, Office of Productivity and Technology, Division of Productivity Research.

5. The series on New private housing units started (series 28) has been revised for the period 1976 to date
to reflect new seasonal adjustment factors computed by the source agency.

Further information concerning this revision may be obtained from the U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
the Census, Construction Statistics Division.

6. U.S* money stock measures have been redefined by the source agency. These new definitions result in
revised data for the period 1959 to date.

For this issue of BCD, revised data based on the new definitions are used for series 104 (Change in total
liquid assets) only. Revised data for the other series (series 85, 102, and 105-108) based wholly or in part on
U.S. money supply will be included in a subsequent issue. The January 1980 figures for these series have been
estimated on the basis of weekly data available under the previous definitions.

The series on U.S. money supply in constant 1972 dollars (series 105 and 106) have not been revised to
reflect the new seasonal adjustment of their CPI deflator. (See item 3, above.) These revisions will be intro-
duced at the time data based on the new definitions are introduced.

Information concerning the revised definitions of the U.S. money stock may be obtained from the Board of
Governors of the Federal Reserve System, Division of Research and Statistics, Banking Section.

7. The series on Exports, excluding military aid shipments, total (series 602) and General imports, total
(series 612) have been revised by the source agency for the year 1978. These revisions reflect corrections to
1978 statistics.

Further information concerning these revisions may be obtained from the U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau
of the Census, Foreign Trade Division.

8. Appendix C contains historical data for series 1-4, 21, 37, 40-44, 51, 52, 60, 90, 340, and 341.

9. Appendix G contains cyclical comparisons for series 19, 41, 43, 62, 90, and 104,
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Readers are invited to submit comments and
suggestions concerning this publication.
Address them to Feliks Tamm, Chief, Statistical
Indicators Division, Bureau of Economic Analysis,
U.S. Department of Commerce, Washington, D.C. 20230

NEW FEATURES

AND CHANGES

FOR THIS ISSUE

Changes in this issue are as follows:

1. Statistics on retail sales and inventories have been
revised by the source agency for the period 1973 to date on
the basis of estimates derived from the 1977 Census of
Retail Trade and the 1978 Annual Retail Trade Survey. These
revisions are incorporated into the following series for the
full period of the revision: Series 31, 54, 56, 57, 59, 71,
and 77.

Series 70 (Manufacturing and trade inventories in 1972
dollars) and series 36 (Change in inventories on hand and on
order in 1972 dollars), of which series 70 is a component,
have not been revised pending an expected revision of the
series 70 deflators later this year.

Further information concerning these revisions may be
obtained from the U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the
Census, Business Division.

2. The Average weekly insured unemployment rate
(series 45) has been revised for the period 1975 to date to
reflect the source agency's annual updating and new seasonal
adjustment of the basic data.

Further information concerning this revision may be
obtained from the U.S. Department of Labor, Employment and
Training Administration, Office of Administration Manage-
ment.

(Continued on page iv.)

The April issue of BUSINESS CONDITIONS DIGEST is scheduled
for release on May 2.
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3. Changes in Consumer price indexes over 6-month spans for series 732c
(United Kingdom) and 738c (Japan) have been revised for the periods 1977 to date
and November 1976 to date, respectively, to reflect new seasonal adjustments.

Further information concerning these revisions may be obtained from the
U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis, Statistical Indicators
Division.

4. The series on Consumer price index, West Germany (series 735 and 735c),
have been revised for the period 1957 to date to reflect the updating of the
index weights from a 1970 expenditure basis to a 1976 expenditure basis.

Further information concerning this revision may be obtained from the
International Monetary Fund, Bureau of Statistics, General Statistics Division.

5. Appendix C contains historical data for series 6-8, 12, 13, 28, 91, 96,
118, 441, 442, 444-448, 451-453, 614, and 723.

6. Appendix G contains cyclical comparisons for series 12, 29, 36, 57, 64,
and 84.
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Readers are invited to submit comments and
suggestions concerning this publication.
Address them to Feliks Tamm, Chief, Statistical
Indicators Division, Bureau of Economic Analysis,
U.S. Department of Commerce, Washington, D.C. 20230

NEW FEATURES

AND CHANGES

FOR THIS ISSUE

Changes in this issue are as follows:

1. Series 85, 102, and 105-108, relating to U.S.
money stock measures, now are based on the source agency's
new definitions of these measures, as follows:

Series 85, 105, and 107, which had been based on the old
Ml version of money supply, now are based on the new
Ml-B version. Ml-B includes currency and demand
deposits at commercial banks (old M-l, excluding
demand deposits of foreign banks and official insti-
tutions) plus other checkable deposits at all deposi-
tary institutions (including NOW, ATS, and credit
union share draft balances and demand deposits at
thrift institutions).

Series 102, 106, and 108, which had been based on the
old M2 version of money supply, now are based on the
new M2 version. New M2 includes Ml-B plus savings
and small-denomination time deposits at all deposi-
tary institutions, overnight repurchase agreements
issued by commercial banks, overnight Eurodollars
held by U.S. nonbank residents at Caribbean branches
of member banks, and money market mutual fund shares.

The deflated money supply series (series 105 and 106)
also incorporate the new seasonal adjustment and updating
of their consumer price index deflator. (See "New Features
and Changes For This Issue" in the February 1980 BCD.)

Further information concerning the new money stock
definitions may be obtained from the Board of Governors of
the Federal Reserve System, Division of Research and
Statistics, Banking Section.

(Continued on page iv.)

The May issue of BUSINESS CONDITIONS DIGEST is scheduled
for release on June 3.
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2. The series on Employee-hours in nonagricultural establishments
(series 48) has been revised by the source agency to reflect new information
on average weekly hours for nonproduction workers. This revision affects the
series over the entire period covered.

Further information concerning this revision may be obtained from the
U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, Office of Productivity
and Technology, Division of Productivity Research.

3. Appendix A contains updated measures of variability for all BCD series,

4. Appendix C contains historical data for series 33, 36, 53, and 92.

5. Appendix G contains cyclical comparisons for series 30, 50, 910,
920, 930, and 940.
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Readers are invited to submit comments and
suggestions concerning this publication.
Address them to Feliks Tamm, Chief, Statistical
Indicators Division, Bureau of Economic Analysis,
U.S. Department of Commerce, Washington, D.C. 20230

NEW FEATURES

AND CHANGES

FOR THIS ISSUE

Changes in this issue are as follows:

1. Data from the survey on "Manufacturers1 Shipments,
Inventories, and Orders" (M3-1) have been revised by the
source agency for the period 1977 to date to reflect new
seasonal factors based on data through 1979. The following
BCD series have been revised:

Series 6-8, 10, 20, 24, 25, 27, 36, 38, 65, 69,
78, 96, 548, 559, 588, 964.

Series 561 was not affected by the new seasonal adjustment.

Revised data for the other series (31, 56, 57, 70, 71,
77, and the inventory/sales ratio for manufacturing) that
include data from the M3-1 Survey will be published when
they become available.

Further information concerning these revisions may be
obtained from the U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
the Census, Industry Division.

(Continued on page iv.)

The June issue of BUSINESS CONDITIONS DIGEST is scheduled
for release on July 2.
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2. The series on productivity and costs (series 26; 63; 345; 346; 358; 370;
and Unit labor cost, all persons, nonfarm business sector) have been revised in
their entirety by the source agency. These revisions reflect (1) the reestima-
tion of average weekly hours for nonproductiofi workers based on newly available
information; (2) the new (January 1980) seasonal adjustment factors for the
Consumer price index for all urban consumers (affecting series 346 only); and
(3) the adjustment of quarterly productivity and cost measures for the manufac-
turing sector to conform with revised estimates of output for 1979.

Revised 1979 data for these series were shown in the April ECD3 and revised
data for the earlier period are included in this issue.

Further information concerning these revisions may be obtained from the
U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, Office of Productivity and
Technology, Division of Productivity Research.

3. Appendix C contains historical data for series 23, 320, 322, 334, 335,
517, 525, 543, 577, 578, 580, and 967.

4. Appendix G contains cyclical comparisons for series 8, 20, 73, 74, 80,
and 82.
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Readers are invited to submit comments and
suggestions concerning this publication.
Address them to Feliks Tamm, Chief, Statistical
Indicators Division, Bureau of Economic Analysis,
U.S. Department of Commerce, Washington, D.C. 20230

NEW FEATURES

AND CHANGES

FOR THIS ISSUE

Changes in this issue are as follows:

1. The National Bureau of Economic Research (NBER)
has designated January 1980 as the most recent cyclical
peak in U.S. business activity. In accordance with
established policy, neither the new reference peak nor the
shading for a recession will be added to the BCD charts
until a new reference trough has been identified by the
NBER.

2. Series 29 (Index of new housing units authorized
by local building permits) has been revised for the period
1978 to date. This revision reflects the source agency's
updating of statistics for 1979 and application of new
seasonal adjustment factors for 1978 to date.

Further information concerning this revision may be
obtained from the U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
the Census, Construction Statistics Division.

3. The series on current-dollar manufacturing and
trade sales and inventories (series 31, 56, and 71) are
being revised by the source agency to reflect recent
revisions in the manufacturing segment. (See item 1 of
"New Features and Changes for This Issue" on page iii of
the May 1980 issue of BCD.) In this issue, revised data
are shown for March and April 1980 (only April for series
31), and they are not comparable with earlier data.
Revised data for the earlier period will be shown in a
subsequent issue.

Further information concerning these revisions may
be obtained from the U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau
of the Census, Business Division.

(Continued on page iv.)

The July issue of BUSINESS CONDITIONS DIGEST is scheduled
for release on August 4.
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4. The series on U.S. money stock measures (series 85, 102, and 104-108)
have been revised by the source agency for the period October 1978 to date,
These revisions reflect a new benchmark (the June and September 1979 call reports
and other data sources) and a new seasonal adjustment.

Further information concerning these revisions may be obtained from the
Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, Division of Research and
Statistics, Banking Section.

5. The series on U.S. international transactions (series 618, 620, 622, 651,
652, and 667-669) have been revised for the period 1963 to date. These revisions
reflect the source agency's annual updating of the basic statistics.

Further information concerning these revisions may be obtained from the
U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis, Balance of Payments
Division.

6. Appendix C contains historical data for series 54, 59, 85, 102, 104-106,
108, and 330-333.

7. Appendix G contains cyclical comparisons for series 1 9 3, 40, 47, 91,
and 95.
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Readers are invited to submit comments and
suggestions concerning this publication.
Address them to Feliks Tamm, Chief, Statistical
Indicators Division, Bureau of Economic Analysis,
U.S. Department of Commerce, Washington, D.C. 20230

NEW FEATURES

AND CHANGES

FOR THIS ISSUE

Changes in this issue are as follows:

1. The series based on establishment employment data
have been revised by the source agency to reflect a new
benchmark (March 1979) and updated seasonal adjustment
factors. The beginning dates for the revision of these
series are as follows:

1975: Series 1, 2, 21, 40, 41, 961, and 963
1976: Series 3 and 4
1977: Series 48 and 346
1978: Series 340, 341, 345, 358, 370, and 570.
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Further information concerning these revisions may be
obtained from the U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of
Labor Statistics, Office of Current Employment Analysis,
Division of Industry Employment Statistics.

2. Series 69 (Machinery and equipment sales and
business construction expenditures) and series 20
(Contracts and orders for plant and equipment) have been
revised for the period 1977 to date. These revisions
reflect the Census Bureau*s annual updating and new sea-
sonal adjustment of construction-put-in-place data.

Further information concerning these revisions may
be obtained from the U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau
of the Census, Construction Statistics Division.

(Continued on page iv f)

The August issue of BUSINESS CONDITIONS DIGEST is scheduled
for release on September 3.
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3. Series 723 (Industrial production index, Canada) has been revised for
the period 1976 to date to reflect the source agency's annual updating of
these statistics.

Further information concerning this revision may be obtained from
Statistics Canada, Industry Product Division, Ottawa, Canada KIA OT6.

4. Appendix C contains historical data for series 5-8, 10, 15, 20, 26,
63, 107, 618, 620, 622, 651, 652, 667-669, 910, 920, and 930.

5. The cyclical comparisons shown in appendix 6 are now based on reces-
sion periods. In this issue, recession comparisons are shown for series 29,
30, 43, 47, 50, 910, 920, and 930.
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waders are invited to submit comments and
ggestions concerning this publication.
ddress them to Feliks Tamm, Chief, Statistical
idicators Division, Bureau of Economic Analysis,
.S. Department of Commerce, Washington, D.C. 20230

NEW FEATURES

AND CHANGES

FOR THIS ISSUE

Changes in this issue are as follows:

1. The series on current- and constant-dollar Average
hourly earnings of production workers in the private nonfarm
economy (series 340 and 341) have been revised for the period
1975 to date. These revisions reflect the source agency's
recotnputation of the seasonal adjustment factors.

Further information concerning these revisions may be
obtained from the U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor
Statistics, Office of Current Employment Analysis, Division
of Industry Employment Statistics.

2. Appendix C contains historical data for series 1-4,
21, 24, 25, 27, 29, 36, 38, 45, 58, 65, 69, 78, 96, 548, 559,
588, 602, 604, 606, 612, 614, and 616.

3. Appendix G contains cyclical comparisons for series
36, 41, 51, 72, 77, 90, 92, and 104.
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The September issue of BUSINESS CONDITIONS DIGEST is scheduled
for release on October 2.
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Readers are invited to submit comments and
suggestions concerning this publication.
Address them to Feliks Tamm, Chief, Statistical
Indicators Division, Bureau of Economic Analysis,
U.S. Department of Commerce, Washington, D.C. 20230

NEW FEATURES

AND CHANGES

FOR THIS ISSUE

Changes in this issue are as follows:

1. The series on U.S. industrial production (series
47, 73, 74, 75, 76, 557, and 966) have been revised for the
period 1979 to date to reflect the source agency's annual
updating of the basic data.

Further information concerning these revisions may be
obtained from the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve
System, Division of Research and Statistics, Business
Conditions Section.

2. Series 62 (Index of labor cost per unit of output,
manufacturing) has been revised for the period 1979 to date
to reflect the revision of its industrial production
component. (See item 1, above.)

Further information concerning this revision may be
obtained from the U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
Economic Analysis, Statistical Indicators Division.

3. Series 82 and 84 on Capacity utilization rates
have been revised by the source agency for the period 1979
to date. These revisions reflect revised capacity indexes
and industrial production indexes.

Further information concerning these revisions may be
obtained from the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve
System, Division of Research and Statistics, Business
Conditions Section.

4. Appendix C contains historical data for series 31,
40, 41, 47, 48, 93, 94, 570, 913-917, 940, 961, 963, and
964.

5. Appendix G contains cyclical comparisons for
series 1, 3, 8, 20, 913, 914, 915, and 917.
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The October issue of BUSINESS CONDITIONS DIGEST is scheduled
for release on November 3.
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Readers are invited to submit comments and
suggestions concerning this publication.
Address them to Feliks Tamm, Chief, Statistical
Indicators Division, Bureau of Economic Analysis,
U.S. Department of Commerce, Washington, D.C. 20230

NEW FEATURES

AND CHANGES

FOR THIS ISSUE

Changes in this issue are as follows:

1. Appendix C contains historical data for series 11,
14, 32, 39, 51, 61, 97, 340, 341, 965, and 970-978.

2. Appendix G contains cyclical comparisons for series
30, 43, 47, 50, 82, 86, 910, and 920.
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The November issue of BUSINESS CONDITIONS DIGEST is scheduled
for release on December 3.
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Readers are invited to submit comments and
suggestions concerning this publication.
Address them to Feliks Tamm, Chief, Statistical
Indicators Division, Bureau of Economic Analysis,
U.S. Department of Commerce, Washington, D.C. 20230

NEW FEATURES

AND CHANGES

FOR THIS ISSUE

Changes in this issue are as follows:

1. Appendix C contains historical data for series 46, 66,
109, 113-119, 345, 346, 732, 733, 735-738, and 962.

2. Appendix G contains cyclical comparisons for series 5,
12, 40, 45, 73, 74, 916, and 930.
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The December issue of BUSINESS CONDITIONS DIGEST is scheduled
for release on January 5.
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Readers are invited to submit comments and
suggestions concerning this publication.
Address them to Feliks Tamm, Chief, Statistical
Indicators Division, Bureau of Economic Analysis,
U.S. Department of Commerce, Washington, D.C. 20230

NEW FEATURES

AND CHANGES

FOR THIS ISSUE

Changes in this issue are as follows:

1. The series based on data from the national income and
product accounts (NIPA) have been revised by the source agency
due to the incorporation of newly available and revised source
data; the reconsideration and improvement of definitions,
classifications, and estimating procedures; and the introduc-
tion of new series. All estimates have been revised for the
period 1968 to date, and estimates for earlier periods have
been revised whenever source data for these periods were re-
vised or changes were necessary to maintain comparability with
revised estimates for later periods.

Revised data for 1978 to date are shown in this issue for
series 16, 18, 22, 30, 34, 35, 49-53, 55, 62, 64, 68, 79-81,
86-89, 95, 107, 108, and 223 in section I-B; all series in
section II-A; series 310 and 311 in section II-B; and series
500-502, 510-512, 564, and 565 in section II~D. Revised data
for the earlier periods will be shown in a subsequent issue.

Note: Series 57, 59, 70, 77, and the inventory-sales
ratios of manufacturers, merchant wholesalers,
and retailers (appendix G), for which NIPA data
are used as deflators, are shown on an unrevised
basis in this issue. Revised data for these
series will be published in a subsequent issue.

Further information concerning these revisions may be
obtained from the ILS. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
Economic Analysis, National Income and Wealth Division.

2. The series
(series 61 and 970)
the source agency,
coverage to include
benchmarks for 1967
procedures, and the
later years.

on New plant and equipment expenditures
have been revised in their entirety by
These revisions reflect the expansion of
all nonfarm business, the incorporation of
and 1972, the improvement of statistical
reprocessing of sample data for 1972 and

Further information concerning these revisions may be
obtained from the U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
Economic Analysis, Business Outlook Division.

(Continued on page iv.)

The January issue of BUSINESS CONDITIONS DIGEST is scheduled
for release on February 3.
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3. Appendix C contains historical data for series 9, 72, 112, 721-723,
725-728, 950-952, 966, and 968.

4. Appendix G contains cyclical comparisons for series 19, 29, 41, 48,
51, 91, 95, and 940.

SHISKIN AWARD FOR ECONOMIC STATISTICS

Nominations are invited for the second annual Julius Shiskin
Award in recognition of outstanding achievement in the field
of economic statistics. The Award has been established by
the Washington Statistical Society Chapter of the American
Statistical Association and will be presented, with an hono-
rarium of $250, at the WSS Annual Dinner in June 1981.

The Award is designed to honor an unusually original and im-
portant contribution in the development of economic statis-
tics or in the use of economic statistics in interpreting the
economy. The contribution could be in statistical research,
in the development of statistical tools, in the application
of computers, in the use of economic statistics to analyze
and interpret the economy, in the management of statistical
programs, or in developing public understanding of measure-
ment issues, to all of which Mr. Shiskin contributed. Either
individuals or groups can be nominated.

A nomination form can be obtained by writing to the Julius
Shiskin Award Committee, c/o American Statistical Association,
806 15th Street, NW, Washington, D.C. 20005. Completed nomi-
nation forms must be received by April 1, 1981.
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Readers are invited to submit comments and
suggestions concerning this publication.
Address them to Feliks Tamm, Chief, Statistical
Indicators Division, Bureau of Economic Analysis,
U.S. Department of Commerce, Washington, D.C. 20230

NEW FEATURES

AND CHANGES

FOR THIS ISSUE

Changes in this issue are as follows:

1. The series on employment and unemployment in the
civilian labor force (series 37, 42-44, 60, 90, 91, 441, 442,
444-448, and 451-453) have been revised for the period 1975
to date. These revisions reflect the source agency's end-
of-year updating of seasonal adjustment factors.

Further information concerning these revisions may be
obtained from the U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor
Statistics, Office of Current Employment Analysis, Division
of Employment Analysis.

2. The series on Consumer installment credit (series
66, 95, and 113) have been revised by the source agency to
reflect recent benchmark information (for all holder groups
except finance companies) and updated seasonal adjustment
factors. These revisions affect the data for the period
beginning 1975.

Further information concerning these revisions may be
obtained from the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve
System, Division of Research and Statistics, Mortgage and
Consumer Finance Section.

(Continued on page iv.)

The February issue of Business Conditions Digest is scheduled
for release on March 4.
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3. The series based wholly or in part on U.S. money stock measures
(series 85, 102, and 104-108) have been revised by the source agency to
reflect new benchmark information (December 1979 and March 1980 call
reports), the incorporation of daily deposits data from all nonmember
banks with total deposits greater than $15 million as of December 1979,
and revised estimates of deposits at credit unions and minor deposit
items at all thrift institutions. These revisions affect each of the
above-mentioned series for the period 1977 to date. The revised data
over this period for series 102, 106, and 108 also incorporate new
benchmark information for overnight RP's.

In addition to the revisions noted above, series 104 incorporates
(beginning with 1969) new benchmark information for term RP's and new
estimates of term Eurodollar assets of U.S. nonbank holders.

Further information concerning these revisions may be obtained from
the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, Division of Research
and Statistics, Banking Section.

4. The series on Employee-hours in nonagricultural establishments
(series 48) has been revised by the source agency for the period 1972 to
date. This revision reflects a new seasonal adjustment of the basic data.
In this issue, revised data are shown graphically for the period beginning
1978 and in tabular form for the period beginning 1979. Revised data for
the earlier period will be shown in a subsequent issue.

Further information concerning this revision may be obtained from the
U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, Office of Productivity
and Technology, Division of Productivity Research.

5. Several months of data for series 45 (Average weekly insured
unemployment rate) have been revised for the period 1976 to date. This
revision reflects new seasonal adjustment factors computed by the source
agency.

Further information concerning this revision may be obtained from
the U.S. Department of Labor, Employment and Training Administration,
Office of Administration Management.

6. Appendix C contains historical data for series 910, 920, and 930.

7. Appendix G contains cyclical comparisons for series 30, 36, 50,
72, 77, 104, 910, and 920.
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Readers are invited to submit comments and
suggestions concerning this publication.
Address them to Feliks Tamm, Chief, Statistical
Indicators Division, Bureau of Economic Analysis,
U.S. Department of Commerce, Washington, D.C. 20230

NEW FEATURES

AND CHANGES

FOR THIS ISSUE

Changes in this issue are as follows:

1. New seasonal adjustment factors have been computed
for 18 series using the X-ll variant of the Census Method II
seasonal adjustment program. The new factors are shown in
appendix B for all of these series except series 9, 10, 12,
and 112. The table below shows the beginning month or quarter
for application of the new seasonal factors to each series:

Series
number

5
9
10
12
13
15
33
72
112

Beginning date for
new factors

January 1981
January 1945
January 1981
September 1980
November 1980
IV Q 1980
December 1980
January 1981
January 1981

Series
number

517
525
543
570
580
604
606
614
616

Beginning date for
new factors

January 1979
October 1980
December 1980
January 1981
January 1981
January 1979
December 1980
December 1980
December 1980

2. The series on Producer price indexes have been re-
vised by the source agency for the period 1976 to date. These
revisions reflect (1) the updating of industry input-output
relationships for all stage-of-processing indexes (series 92,
331, 332, and 334) on the basis of 1972 input-output tables
prepared by the Bureau of Economic Analysis and (2) recal-
culation of seasonal adjustment factors (series 92 and
331-334).

Further information concerning these revisions may be
obtained from the U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor
Statistics, Office of Prices and Living Conditions, Division
of Industrial Prices and Price Indexes.

(Continued on page iv.)

The March issue of BUSINESS CONDITIONS DIGEST is scheduled for
release on April 1.
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3. Series 7 and 8 (Manufacturers1 new orders for durable goods and for consumer goods and materials, respec-
tively, in 1972 dollars) and series 36 (Change in inventories on hand and on order, 1972 dollars) have been re-
vised for the period 1976 to date on the basis of revised producer price indexes used as deflators. (See item 2,
above.)

Further information concerning these revisions may be obtained from the U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau
of Economic Analysis, Statistical Indicators Division.

4. The series on New private housing units started (series 28) has been revised for the period 1978 to date
to reflect new seasonal adjustment factors computed by the source agency.

Further information concerning this revision may be obtained from the U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
the Census, Construction Statistics Division.

5. Seasonally adjusted Consumer price index data (series 320c and 322) have been revised by the source
agency for the period 1967 to date. These revisions reflect the recalculation of seasonal adjustment factors to
include developments through 1980.

Further information concerning these revisions may be obtained from the U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of
Labor Statistics, Office of Prices and Living Conditions, Division of Consumer Prices and Price Indexes.

NOTE: Series 53, 105, and 106 have been revised for the period 1967 to date to reflect the new seasonal
adjustment of their CPI deflators.

6. Series 341 (Real average hourly earnings of production workers in the private nonfarm economy) has been
revised by the source agency for the period 1967 to date. This revision reflects the new seasonal adjustment of
consumer price index data used to deflate this series. (See item 5, above.) Revised data are shown in this issue
for 1979 to date. Revised data for the earlier period will be shown in a subsequent issue.

Further information concerning this revision may be obtained from the U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of
Labor Statistics, Office of Productivity and Technology, Division of Productivity Research.

7. The constant-dollar series on manufacturing and trade sales and inventories (series 57, 70, and 77);
retail sales (series 59); and inventory-sales ratios of manufacturers, merchant wholesalers, and retailers
(appendix G) have been revised to reflect recent revisions of national income and product accounts data used as
deflators. (See item 1, page iii, of the December 1980 issue of BCD.) Revised data are shown in this issue for
the period 1976 to date. Revised data for the earlier period will be shown in a subsequent issue.

Further information concerning these revisions may be obtained from the U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau
of Economic Analysis, Statistical Indicators Division.

8. The series on productivity and costs (series 26, 63, 345, 346, 358, 370, and the implicit price deflator
and unit labor cost series shown in appendix G) have been revised by the source agency for the period 1947 to date.
These revisions reflect (1) revised output and compensation measures in the national income and product accounts
data published by the Bureau of Economic Analysis and (2) the use of 1977 (rather than 1967) as the reference base
year.

Further information concerning these revisions may be obtained from the U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of
Labor Statistics, Office of Productivity and Technology, Division of Productivity Research.

9. Series 33 (Net change in mortgage debt held by financial institutions and life insurance companies) has
been revised for 1979 and 1980 to reflect the annual updating of statistics on mortgages held by savings and loan
associations.

Further information concerning this revision may be obtained from the Federal Home Loan Bank Board, Office of
Policy and Economic Research, Statistical Division.

10. Appendix C contains historical data for series 37, 42-45, 85, 90, 91, 102, 104-106, 108, 441, 442, 444-
448, and 451-453.

11. Appendix G contains cyclical comparisons for series 1, 3, 8, 20, 90, 92, 914, and 915.
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Readers are invited to submit comments and
suggestions concerning this publication.
Address them to Feliks Tamm, Chief, Statistical
Indicators Division, Bureau of Economic Analysis,
U.S. Department of Commerce, Washington, D.C. 20230

NEW FEATURES

AND CHANGES

FOR THIS ISSUE

Changes in this issue are as follows:

1. Series 54 and 59 on Total retail sales in current
and constant dollars, respectively, have been revised by
the source agency for the period 1977 to date. These
revisions reflect (a) adjustments to levels derived from
the 1977 Census of Retail Trade and the 1978 and 1979 Retail
Trade Surveys and (b) the effect of corrections to Standard
Industrial Classification (SIC) 5983 (fuel oil dealers) and
SIC 5982 (fuel and ice dealers).

Other series (31, 36, 56, 57, 70, 71, and 77) affected
by the above-mentioned adjustments and corrections will be
revised at a later date.

Further information concerning these revisions may be
obtained from the U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
the Census, Business Division (series 54) and Bureau of
Economic Analysis, Statistical Indicators Division
(series 59).

2. The series on U.S. exports excluding military aid
shipments (series 602) and U.S. general imports (series 612)
have been revised by the source agency for the period 1980
to date. These revisions reflect the incorporation of
statistics on trade between the U.S. Virgin Islands and
foreign countries.

Further information concerning these revisions may be
obtained from the U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
the Census, Foreign Trade Division.

(Continued on page iv.)

The April issue of BUSINESS CONDITIONS DIGEST is scheduled
for release on May 1.
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3. The diffusion indexes for Newly approved capital appropriations,
deflated, in 17 manufacturing industries (series 965) have been revised
by the source agency for the period 1976 to date. These revisions reflect
revised deflators for this period.

Further information concerning these revisions may be obtained from
The Conference Board, Business Conditions Analysis Division, 845 Third
Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10022.

4. Appendix C contains historical data for series 6-9, 19, 28, 33,
36, 48, 60, 61, 66, 67, 110, 320, 322, 517, 557, 561, and 970.

5. Appendix G contains cyclical comparisons for series 43, 47, 64,
80, 106, 108, 913, and 917.
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Readers are invited to submit comments and
suggestions concerning this publication.
Address them to Feliks Tamm, Chief, Statistical
Indicators Division, Bureau of Economic Analysis,
U.S. Department of Commerce, Washington, D.C. 20230

NEW FEATURES

AND CHANGES

FOR THIS ISSUE

Changes in this issue are as follows:

1. The series on manufacturing and trade sales and
inventories have been revised by the source agency for the
months of February 1980 and January and February 1981. Thus,
data for these months are not comparable with data for other
months. These revisions reflect the rebenchmarking of data
for the retail and wholesale sectors. Historical revised
data are expected to become available in May when the rebench-
marking of the manufacturing sector is scheduled for completion.

The series that are affected by these revisions are series
56 and 71 (for all three of the above-mentioned months) and
series 31, 57, 70, and 77 (for January and February 1981).

Further information concerning these revisions may be
obtained from the U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the
Census, Business Division.

2. Series 92, Change in sensitive crude materials prices,
has been revised for the period January 1976 through February
1981. These revisions reflect the source agency's correction
of a systematic calculation error in the December 1975 to
January 1976 movement.

Further information concerning this revision may be
obtained from the U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor
Statistics, Office of Prices and Living Conditions, Division
of Industrial Prices and Price Indexes.

(Continued on page iv.)

The May issue of BUSINESS CONDITIONS DIGEST is scheduled for
release on June 2.
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3. The Fixed-weighted price index, gross business product, (series 311)
has been revised for all periods by the source agency. This revision reflects
the use of greater detail in the calculation of this index.

Further information concerning this revision may be obtained from the
U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis, National Income
and Wealth Division.

4. Appendix C contains historical data for series 16, 18, 22, 30, 34,
35, 49, 55, 64, 68, 79-81, 86-89, 92, 107, 113, 220, 224, 225, 227, 230-233,
235-243, 245, and 247-252.

5. Appendix G contains cyclical comparisons for series 5, 30, 40, 50,
82, 86, 910, and 920.
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Readers are invited to submit comments and
suggestions concerning this publication.
Address them to Feliks Tamm, Chief, Statistical
Indicators Division, Bureau of Economic Analysis,
U.S. Department of Commerce, Washington, D.C. 20230

NEW FEATURES

AND CHANGES

FOR THIS ISSUE

Changes in this issue are as follows:

1. Series 29 (Index of new housing units authorized by
local building permits) has been revised for the period 1979
to date. This revision reflects the source agency's updating
of statistics for 1980 and application of new seasonal adjust-
ment factors for 1979 to date.

Further information concerning this revision may be
obtained from the U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the
Census, Construction Statistics Division.

2. The series on U.S. money stock measures (series 85,
102, and 104-108) have been revised in this issue for the
period 1980 to date to reflect (a) the source agency's up-
dating of seasonal adjustment factors for 1980 and 1981 and
(b) that agency's revision of seasonally adjusted Ml-B and
broader monetary aggregates to include other checkable
deposits (NOW and similar accounts) on a seasonally adjusted,
rather than a not seasonally adjusted, basis for 1970 to date.
Revised data for 1970-1979 will be shown in a subsequent issue.

Further information concerning these revisions may be
obtained from the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve
System, Division of Research and Statistics, Banking Section.

3. Appendix C contains historical data for series 50,
200, 213, 217, 253, 255-257, 260-263, 265-268, 280, 282-290,
292, 293, 295, 298, 310, 311, 500-502, 510-512, 564, 565,
and 965.

4. Appendix G contains cyclical comparisons for series
19, 29, 41, 73, 74, 91, 930, and 940.
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The June issue of BUSINESS CONDITIONS DIGEST is scheduled fo r
release on July 2.
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Readers are invited to submit comments and
suggestions concerning this publication.
Address them to Feliks Tamm, Chief, Statistical
Indicators Division, Bureau of Economic Analysis,
U.S. Department of Commerce, Washington, D.C. 20230

NEW FEATURES

AND CHANGES

FOR THIS ISSUE

Changes in this issue are as follows:

1. The series on U.S. international transactions
(series 618, 620, 622, 651, 652, and 667-669) have been re-
vised to reflect the source agency's annual updating of the
basic statistics. The periods affected by these revisions
are as follows:

1969 to date: Series 618, 622, 651, and 667-669
1979 to date: Series 620
1969, 1970, and 1977 to date: Series 652.

Further information concerning these revisions may be
obtained from the U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
Economic Analysis, Balance of Payments Division.

2. The series on Net change in mortgage debt held by
financial institutions and life insurance companies (series
33) has been revised for the period 1979 to date to reflect
the annual updating of statistics on mortgage debt held by
weekly-reporting large commercial banks.

Further information concerning this revision may be
obtained from the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve
System, Division of Research and Statistics, Banking Section.

3. Appendix C contains historical data for series 51-53,
62, 95, 223, and 330-335.

4. Appendix G contains cyclical comparisons for series
12, 21, 36, 48, 51, 72, 77, and 95.
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The July issue of BUSINESS CONDITIONS DIGEST is scheduled for
release on July 31.
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Readers are invited to submit comments and
suggestions concerning this publication.
Address them to Feliks Tamm, Chief, Statistical
Indicators Division, Bureau of Economic Analysis,
U.S. Department of Commerce, Washington, D.C. 20230

NEW FEATURES

AND CHANGES

FOR THIS ISSUE

Changes in this issue are as follows:

1. The Business Cycle Dating Committee of the National
Bureau of Economic Research, Inc., has identified July 1980
as the most recent business cycle trough. The committee re-
affirmed its earlier identification of January 1980 as the
prior peak in business activity. The new recession has been
added to the BCD charts (pages 10-59) and to the business
cycle chronology (appendix E). The cyclical comparisons in
appendix G have been changed to show business expansions.

2. The data on establishment employment have been re-
vised by the source agency to reflect a new benchmark (March
1980) and updated seasonal adjustment factors. In addition,
the indexes of average hourly earnings (series 340 and 341)
are now shown with 1977 (instead of 1967) as the reference
base year. The beginning dates of these revisions are as
follows:

1964 - Series 340 and 341
1976 - Series 1-4, 21, 40, 41, 961, and 963
1979 - Series 48 and 570.

Revised data for the other series affected by these re-
visions (series 26, 63, 345, 346, 358, 370, and the unit
labor cost and implicit price deflator series shown in ap-
pendix G) will be published in a subsequent issue.

Further information concerning these revisions may be
obtained from the U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor
Statistics, Office of Current Employment Analysis, Division
of Industry Employment Statistics.

(Continued on page iv.)

The August issue of BUSINESS CONDITIONS DIGEST is scheduled
for release on September 1.
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3. Data from the survey of "Manufacturers' Shipments, Inventories, and Orders" (M3-1) have been revised by
the source agency for the period 1958 to date. These revisions reflect (a) benchmarking to the 1977 Census of
Manufactures and the 1978 Annual Survey of Manufactures and (b) recomputation of seasonal adjustment factors.

The following series have been revised in this issue:

Series 6-8, 20, 25, 38, 65, 78, 96, and 964 for the period 1958 to date.

Series 10, 24, 27, 69, 548, 559, 561, and 588 for the period 1968 to date.

Revised data for the other series (31, 36, 56, 57, 70, 71, and 77) that include data from the M3-1 Survey
will be published in a subsequent issue.

NOTE: Series 8, 20, and 69 include additional revisions as follows:

Series 8 incorporates, beginning with 1958, updated (December 1980) 1972 relative weights of producer price
indexes used to deflate individual industry components of the aggregate series.

Series 20 incorporates revised deflators for the contracts component, beginning with 1948. These deflators
include the Implicit price deflator for gross private domestic investment, nonresidential structures (re-
vised in January 1981 but not used before now) and implicit price deflators from the Census Bureau's data
on Value of construction put in place (see item 4, below).

Series 69 incorporates revisions from 1977 to date in data on Value of construction put in place. (See
item 4, below).

Further information concerning the M3-1 revisions may be obtained from the U.S. Department of Commerce,
Bureau of the Census, Industry Division.

4. Data on Value of construction put in place have been revised by the source agency for the period 1964 to
date. These revisions reflect (a) the incorporation of newly available Department of Agriculture data on private
nonresidential farm structures (from 1964 to date) and (b) new seasonal adjustment factors (from 1977 to date).
For use in BCD, data for the period prior to 1964 have been adjusted, where necessary, to the level of the revised
data. These revisions, along with those in the M3-1 Survey data (see item 3, above), have been incorporated in
the data for series 20 and 69.

Further information concerning this revision may be obtained from the U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau
of the Census, Construction Statistics Division.

5. The series based wholly or in part on U.S. money stock measures (series 85, 102, and 104-108) have been
revised by the source agency to reflect (a) the incorporation of data from the June, September, and December 1980
call reports and other sources and (b) the inclusion of travelers' checks of nonbank issuers, which were not in-
cluded previously because of lack of data availability. These revisions cover the period 1959 to date. In BCD,
data for the period prior to 1959 have been adjusted to the levels of the newly revised data.

Further information concerning these revisions may be obtained from the Board of Governors of the Federal
Reserve System, Division of Research and Statistics, Banking Section.

6. The Industrial production indexes for OECD Europe (series 721) and West Germany (series 725) have been
revised to reflect the recomputation of seasonal adjustment factors for West Germany. The beginning dates for
these revisions are 1977 for OECD Europe and 1962 for West Germany.

Further information concerning these revisions may be obtained from the Organization for Economic Cooperation
and Development, Paris.

7. The series on Per capita gross national product (series 217) and Per capita disposable personal income
(series 227) have been revised for the period 1970 to date to reflect revised population estimates based on the
1980 Census of Population.

Further information concerning these revisions may be obtained from the U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau
of the Census, Population Division, and Bureau of Economic Analysis, Statistical Indicators Division.

8. Appendix C contains historical data for series 29, 33, 47, 73-76, 742, 743, and 745-748.

9. Appendix G contains cyclical comparisons for series 1,8, 41, 47, 910, and 920.
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Readers are Invited to submit comments and
suggestions concerning this publication.
Address them to Feliks Tamm, Chief, Statistical
Indicators Division, Bureau of Economic Analysis,
U.S. Department of Commerce, Washington, D.C. 20230

NEW FEATURES

AND CHANGES

FOR THIS ISSUE

Changes in this issue are as follows:

1. The series on Manufacturing and trade inventories
and sales (series 31, 56, 57, 71, 77, and the manufacturers1

and wholesalers1 inventory/sales ratios shown in appendix G)
have been revised to reflect recent revisions in their com-
ponents. (See "New Features and Changes for This Issue" in
the April and July 1981 issues of EO.) The beginning dates
for these revisions are as follows:

1972 - Series 31, 56, and 71
1977 - Series 57, 77, and the inventory/sales ratios.

Further information concerning these revisions may be
obtained from the U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
the Census, Business Division.

2. Series 36 (Change in inventories on hand and on
order in 1972 dollars) has been revised from 1958 to date
to incorporate revised data on manufacturers1 unfilled orders
and updated (December 1980) 1972 relative weights of producer
price indexes used to deflate individual industry components
of the unfilled orders segment.

Further information concerning this revision may be
obtained from the U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
Economic Analysis, Statistical Indicators Division.

3. Series 20 and 27 have been revised for the period
1980 to date to incorporate revised deflators for Manufac-
turers' new orders, capital goods nondefense industries.

Further information concerning the revised deflators may
be obtained from the U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
Economic Analysis, National Income and Wealth Division.

(Continued on page iv.)

The September issue of BUSINESS CONDITIONS DIGEST is scheduled
for release on October 2.
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4. The series on Net change in mortgage debt held by financial institutions
and life insurance companies (series 33) has been revised for the period 1980 to
date. This revision reflects the annual updating of statistics on mortgage debt
held by life insurance companies.

Further information concerning this revision may be obtained from The Ameri-
can Council of Life Insurance, 277 Park Avenue, New York, NY 10017.

5. The series on Newly approved capital appropriations (series 11 and 965)
and Backlog of capital appropriations (series 97) have been revised by the source
agency from the third quarter 1977 to date. These revisions reflect (a) new sea-
sonal adjustment factors from 1980 to date and (b) the linking of data from the
third quarter 1977 to the fourth quarter 1980 with new data (based on 1979 asset
ratios) for 1981.

Further information concerning these revisions may be obtained from The Con-
ference Board, Business Conditions Analysis Division, 845 Third Avenue, New York,
NY 10022.

6. Series 345, 346, 358, and 370 on productivity and costs have been re-
vised by the source agency for the period 1979 to date. These revisions incor-
porate recently revised data on establishment employment. (See "New Features and
Changes for This Issue11 in the July 1981 issue of BCD.)

Revised establishment employment data also caused one change each in series
26 and 63 (third quarter 1980 and fourth quarter 1979, respectively).

Further information concerning these revisions may be obtained from the U.S.
Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, Office of Productivity and Tech-
nology, Division of Productivity Research.

7. Appendix C contains historical data for series 1-4, 21, 40, 41, 48, 67,
82-85, 102, 104-108, 217, 227, 348, 349, 618, 620, 622, 651, 652, 667-669, and
960.

8. Appendix G contains cyclical comparisons for series 30, 45, 50, 80, 86,
and 90.
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Readers are invited to submit comments and
suggestions concerning this publication.
Address them to Feliks Tamm, Chief, Statistical
Indicators Division, Bureau of Economic Analysis,
U.S. Department of Commerce, Washington, D.C. 20230

NEW FEATURES

AND CHANGES

FOR THIS ISSUE

Changes in this issue are as follows:

1. Industrial production indexes (series 47, 73-76,
557, and 966) have been revised by the source agency for the
period 1980 to date to include more recently available data
and new seasonal factors. Other series affected by this re-
vision are series 62, 82, and 84.

Further information concerning this revision may be
obtained from the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve
System, Division of Research and Statistics, Business Condi-
tions Section.

2. The series on Total liquid assets (series 104) has
been revised by the source agency for the period 1978 to
date. This revision reflects the benchmarking of the retail
repurchase agreements component.

Further information concerning this revision may be
obtained from the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve
System, Division of Research and Statistics, Banking Section.

3. Total private borrowing (series 110) has been revised
by the source agency for the period 1952 to date to reflect
the incorporation of recent revisions in national income
accounts data.

Further information concerning this revision may be
obtained from the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve
System, Division of Research and Statistics, Flow of Funds
and Savings Section.

4. Appendix C contains historical data for series 6-8,
10, 20, 24, 25, 27, 31, 36, 38, 65, 69, 78, 561, 570, 588,
961, 963, and 964.

5. Appendix G contains cyclical comparisons for series
3, 5, 20, 40, 106, and 108.
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The October issue of BUSINESS CONDITIONS DIGEST is scheduled
for release on November 2.
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SIX BEA PROJECTS
FOR ECONOMIC
ANALYSIS

For further information (including prices and or-
dering instructions) on any of these items,
please write to the Bureau of Economic Analysis,
U.S. Department of Commerce, Washington, D.C.
20230.

BUSINESS CONDITIONS DIGEST A monthly report for analyzing
economic fluctuations over a short span of years.

This report brings together many of the economic time series most useful to business analysts and
forecasters. In the cyclical indicators section, each of about 110 business cycle indicators is assigned
a three-way timing classification according to its cyclical behavior at peaks, troughs, and all turns.
This section also includes important analytical measures, such as composite indexes of leading, coin-
cident, and lagging indicators and selected diffusion indexes. A second section contains other impor-
tant economic data on prices, wages, productivity, government and defense-related activities, U.S. in-
ternational transactions, and international comparisons.

About 300 time series are shown in analytical graphs that help to evaluate business conditions and
prospects. Current data are shown in accompanying tables. Appendixes provide historical data,
seasonal adjustment factors, measures of variability, cyclical comparisons, and other useful informa-
tion. A computer tape containing data for most of the series is available for purchase.

HANDBOOK OF CYCLICAL INDICATORS A reference volume con-
taining valuable background information for users of Business Condi-
tions Digest.

This recurrent report provides descriptive and analytical information on the economic time series
presented monthly in Business Conditions Digest. Included are series descriptions, historical
data, and measures of variability. For the cyclical indicators and composite indexes, special tables
show detailed scoring measures and average timing at cyclical peaks and troughs. Verbal and
algebraic explanations of the composite index methodology are also provided.

LONG TERM ECONOMIC GROWTH A report for the study of economic
trends over a long span of years: 1860-1970.

This report provides a comprehensive, long-range view of the U.S. economy by presenting relevant
statistical time series in easy-to-follow analytical charts and convenient data tables. It is a basic
research document for economists, historians, investors, teachers, and students, bringing together in
one volume a complete statistical basis for the study of long-term economic trends. A computer tape
file of the time series included in the report is available for purchase.

COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR TIME SERIES ANALYSIS The source
statements for FORTRAN IV programs used by BEA in its analysis of
time series are available on a single computer tape.

SEASONAL A D J U S T M E N T PROGRAMS—Two variants of the Census computer program
measure and analyze seasonal, trading-day, cyclical, and irregular fluctuations. They are particularly
useful in analyzing economic fluctuations that take place within a year. The X- l l variant is used for
adjusting monthly data and the X-11Q for quarterly data. These programs make additive as well as
multiplicative adjustments and compute many summary and analytical measures.

INDEX PROGRAM—This program computes composite and diffusion indexes and summary
measures of the properties of each index.

T IME SERIES PROCESSOR—This program, through simple commands, performs a variety of
arithmetic, statistical, and manipulative operations on time series data.

A monthly report for analyzingSURVEY OF CURRENT BUSINESS
current economic developments.

This report provides a useful combination of current data for more than 2,500 statistical series and
significant articles analyzing economic developments. These data and analyses include such areas as
the national income and product accounts, the balance of payments accounts, plant and equipment
expenditures, regional personal income, and the input-output accounts.

BUSINESS STATISTICS A biennial reference volume containing
statistical series reported currently in the Survey of Current Business.

This report provides historical data back to 1947 for nearly 2,500 time series. The series are accom-
panied by concise descriptions as to their composition, methods of compilation, comparability, revi-
sions, and availability. Also listed are the names and addresses of organizations that provide the basic
data for the series.
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Readers are invited to submit comments and
suggestions concerning this publication.
Address them to Feliks Tamm, Chief, Statistical
Indicators Division, Bureau of Economic Analysis,
U.S. Department of Commerce, Washington, D.C. 20230

NEW FEATURES

AND CHANGES

FOR THIS ISSUE

Changes in this issue are as follows:

1. Appendix C contains historical data for series 11,
51, 54, 56, 57, 59, 70, 71, 77, 96, 97, 104, 110, 358, 548,
559, 577, 578, 580, and 965.

2. Appendix G contains cyclical comparisons for series
19, 30, 50, 57, 910, and 920.

The November issue of BUSINESS CONDITIONS DIGEST is scheduled
for release on December 2.
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SIX BEA PROJECTS
FOR ECONOMIC
ANALYSIS

For further information (including prices and or-
dering instructions) on any of these items,
please write to the Bureau of Economic Analysis,
U.S. Department of Commerce, Washington, D.C.
20230.

BUSINESS CONDITIONS DIGEST A monthly report for analyzing
economic fluctuations over a short span of years.

This report brings together many of the economic time series most useful to business analysts and
forecasters. In the cyclical indicators section, each of about 110 business cycle indicators is assigned
a three-way timing classification according to its cyclical behavior at peaks, troughs, and all turns.
This section also includes important analytical measures, such as composite indexes of leading, coin-
cident, and lagging indicators and selected diffusion indexes. A second section contains other impor-
tant economic data on prices, wages, productivity, government and defense-related activities, U.S. in-
ternational transactions, and international comparisons.

About 300 time series are shown in analytical graphs that help to evaluate business conditions and
prospects. Current data are shown in accompanying tables. Appendixes provide historical data,
seasonal adjustment factors, measures of variability, cyclical comparisons, and other useful informa-
tion. A computer tape containing data for most of the series is available for purchase.

HANDBOOK OF CYCLICAL INDICATORS A reference volume con-
taining valuable background information for users of Business Condi-
tions Digest.

This recurrent report provides descriptive and analytical information on the economic time series
presented monthly in Business Conditions Digest. Included are series descriptions, historical
data, and measures of variability. For the cyclical indicators and composite indexes, special tables
show detailed scoring measures and average timing at cyclical peaks and troughs. Verbal and
algebraic explanations of the composite index methodology are also provided.

LONG TERM ECONOMIC GROWTH A report for the study of economic
trends over a long span of years: 1860-1970.

This report provides a comprehensive, long-range view of the U.S. economy by presenting relevant
statistical time series in easy-to-follow analytical charts and convenient data tables. It is a basic
research document for economists, historians, investors, teachers, and students, bringing together in
one volume a complete statistical basis for the study of long-term economic trends. A computer tape
file of the time series included in the report is available for purchase.

COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR TIME SERIES ANALYSIS The source
statements for FORTRAN IV programs used by BEA in its analysis of
time series are available on a single computer tape.

SEASONAL A D J U S T M E N T PROGRAMS—Two variants of the Census computer program
measure and analyze seasonal, trading-day, cyclical, and irregular fluctuations. They are particularly
useful in analyzing economic fluctuations that take place within a year. The X- l l variant is used for
adjusting monthly data and the X-11Q for quarterly data. These programs make additive as well as
multiplicative adjustments and compute many summary and analytical measures.

INDEX PROGRAM—This program computes composite and diffusion indexes and summary
measures of the properties of each index.

T IME SERIES PROCESSOR—This program, through simple commands, performs a variety of
arithmetic, statistical, and manipulative operations on time series data.

A monthly report for analyzingSURVEY OF CURRENT BUSINESS
current economic developments.

This report provides a useful combination of current data for more than 2,500 statistical series and
significant articles analyzing economic developments. These data and analyses include such areas as
the national income and product accounts, the balance of payments accounts, plant and equipment
expenditures, regional personal income, and the input-output accounts.

BUSINESS STATISTICS A biennial reference volume containing
statistical series reported currently in the Survey of Current Business.

This report provides historical data back to 1947 for nearly 2,500 time series. The series are accom-
panied by concise descriptions as to their composition, methods of compilation, comparability, revi-
sions, and availability. Also listed are the names and addresses of organizations that provide the basic
data for the series.
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Readers are invited to submit comments and
suggestions concerning this publication.
Address them to Feliks Tamm, Chief, Statistical
Indicators Division, Bureau of Economic Analysis,
U.S. Department of Commerce, Washington, D.C. 20230

NEW FEATURES

AND CHANGES

FOR THIS ISSUE

Changes in this issue are as follows:

1. The Index of spot market prices, raw industrial
materials (series 23), is now compiled by the Commodity
Research Bureau, Inc. This series formerly was compiled by
the Bureau of Labor Statistics, U.S. Department of Labor.
Data from the new source are calculated for the same indus-
trial materials and by the same formula as the earlier data.

In BCD, data prior to June 1981 for the price index
(series 23) and the individual industrial materials prices
shown in the direction-of-change table for diffusion index
967 (page 79) represent averages of Tuesday indexes or
prices for each month. Beginning with June 1981, the data
represent averages of daily (excluding weekends) indexes
or prices each month.

Further information concerning these data may be ob-
tained from the Commodity Research Bureau, Inc., 1 Liberty
Plaza, New York, N.Y. 10006.

2. Series 723 (Index of industrial production, Canada)
has been revised by the source agency for the period 1971 to
date. This revision reflects the annual updating of basic
data and the computation of new seasonal adjustment factors.

Further information concerning this revision may be
obtained from Statistics Canada, Prices Division, Ottawa
K1A 0V5.

3. Appendix C contains historical data for series 340,
341, 910, 913-917, 920, 930, 940, and the inventory-sales
ratios shown on page 105.

4. Appendix G contains cyclical comparisons for series
29, 32, 43, 48, 73, and 92.
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The December issue of BUSINESS CONDITIONS DIGEST is scheduled
for release on January 4.
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SIX BEA PROJECTS
FOR ECONOMIC
ANALYSIS

For further information (including prices and or-
dering instructions) on any of these items,
please write to the Bureau of Economic Analysis,
U.S. Department of Commerce, Washington, D.C.
20230.

BUSINESS CONDITIONS DIGEST A monthly report for analyzing
economic fluctuations over a short span of years.

This report brings together many of the economic time series most useful to business analysts and
forecasters. In the cyclical indicators section, each of about 110 business cycle indicators is assigned
a three-way timing classification according to its cyclical behavior at peaks, troughs, and all turns.
This section also includes important analytical measures, such as composite indexes of leading, coin-
cident, and lagging indicators and selected diffusion indexes. A second section contains other impor-
tant economic data on prices, wages, productivity, government and defense-related activities, U.S. in-
ternational transactions, and international comparisons.

About 300 time series are shown in analytical graphs that help to evaluate business conditions and
prospects. Current data are shown in accompanying tables. Appendixes provide historical data,
seasonal adjustment factors, measures of variability, cyclical comparisons, and other useful informa-
tion. A computer tape containing data for most of the series is available for purchase.

HANDBOOK OF CYCLICAL INDICATORS A reference volume con-
taining valuable background information for users of Business Condi-
tions Digest.

This recurrent report provides descriptive and analytical information on the economic time series
presented monthly in Business Conditions Digest. Included are series descriptions, historical
data, and measures of variability. For the cyclical indicators and composite indexes, special tables
show detailed scoring measures and average timing at cyclical peaks and troughs. Verbal and
algebraic explanations of the composite index methodology are also provided.

LONG TERM ECONOMIC GROWTH A report for the study of economic
trends over a long span of years: 1860-1970.

This report provides a comprehensive, long-range view of the U.S. economy by presenting relevant
statistical time series in easy-to-follow analytical charts and convenient data tables. It is a basic
research document for economists, historians, investors, teachers, and students, bringing together in
one volume a complete statistical basis for the study of long-term economic trends. A computer tape
file of the time series included in the report is available for purchase.

COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR TIME SERIES ANALYSIS The source
statements for FORTRAN IV programs used by BEA in its analysis of
time series are available on a single computer tape.

SEASONAL A D J U S T M E N T PROGRAMS—Two variants of the Census computer program
measure and analyze seasonal, trading-day, cyclical, and irregular fluctuations. They are particularly
useful in analyzing economic fluctuations that take place within a year. The X- l l variant is used for
adjusting monthly data and the X-11Q for quarterly data. These programs make additive as well as
multiplicative adjustments and compute many summary and analytical measures.

INDEX PROGRAM—This program computes composite and diffusion indexes and summary
measures of the properties of each index.

T IME SERIES PROCESSOR—This program, through simple commands, performs a variety of
arithmetic, statistical, and manipulative operations on time series data.

A monthly report for analyzingSURVEY OF CURRENT BUSINESS
current economic developments.
This report provides a useful combination of current data for more than 2,500 statistical series and
significant articles analyzing economic developments. These data and analyses include such areas as
the national income and product accounts, the balance of payments accounts, plant and equipment
expenditures, regional personal income, and the input-output accounts.

BUSINESS STATISTICS A biennial reference volume containing
statistical series reported currently in the Survey of Current Business.

This report provides historical data back to 1947 for nearly 2,500 time series. The series are accom-
panied by concise descriptions as to their composition, methods of compilation, comparability, revi-
sions, and availability. Also listed are the names and addresses of organizations that provide the basic
data for the series.
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Readers are invited to submit comments and
suggestions concerning this publication.
Address them to Feliks Tamm, Chief, Statistical
Indicators Division, Bureau of Economic Analysis,
U.S. Department of Commerce, Washington, D.C. 20230

NEW FEATURES

AND CHANGES

FOR THIS ISSUE

Changes in this issue are as follows:

1. Appendix C contains historical data for series 12-14,
26, 370, 525, 543, 602, 604, 606, 612, 614, 616, 721-723, 725-
728, and the components of series 26.

2. Appendix G contains cyclical comparisons for series
21, 51, 77, 91, 930, and 940.
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The January issue of BUSINESS CONDITIONS DIGEST is scheduled
for release on February 1.
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SIX BEA PROJECTS
FOR ECONOMIC
ANALYSIS

For further information (including prices and or-
dering instructions) on any of these items,
please write to the Bureau of Economic Analysis,
U.S. Department of Commerce, Washington, D.C.
20230.

BUSINESS CONDITIONS DIGEST A monthly report for analyzing
economic fluctuations over a short span of years.

This report brings together many of the economic time series most useful to business analysts and
forecasters. In the cyclical indicators section, each of about 110 business cycle indicators is assigned
a three-way timing classification according to its cyclical behavior at peaks, troughs, and all turns.
This section also includes important analytical measures, such as composite indexes of leading, coin-
cident, and lagging indicators and selected diffusion indexes. A second section contains other impor-
tant economic data on prices, wages, productivity, government and defense-related activities, U.S. in-
ternational transactions, and international comparisons.

About 300 time series are shown in analytical graphs that help to evaluate business conditions and
prospects. Current data are shown in accompanying tables. Appendixes provide historical data,
seasonal adjustment factors, measures of variability, cyclical comparisons, and other useful informa-
tion. A computer tape containing data for most of the series is available for purchase.

HANDBOOK OF CYCLICAL INDICATORS A reference volume con-
taining valuable background information for users of Business Condi-
tions Digest.

This recurrent report provides descriptive and analytical information on the economic time series
presented monthly in Business Conditions Digest. Included are series descriptions, historical
data, and measures of variability. For the cyclical indicators and composite indexes, special tables
show detailed scoring measures and average timing at cyclical peaks and troughs. Verbal and
algebraic explanations of the composite index methodology are also provided.

LONG TERM ECONOMIC GROWTH A report for the study of economic
trends over a long span of years: 1860-1970.

This report provides a comprehensive, long-range view of the U.S. economy by presenting relevant
statistical time series in easy-to-follow analytical charts and convenient data tables. It is a basic
research document for economists, historians, investors, teachers, and students, bringing together in
one volume a complete statistical basis for the study of long-term economic trends. A computer tape
file of the time series included in the report is available for purchase.

COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR TIME SERIES ANALYSIS The source
statements for FORTRAN IV programs used by BEA in its analysis of
time series are available on a single computer tape.

SEASONAL A D J U S T M E N T PROGRAMS—Two variants of the Census computer program
measure and analyze seasonal, trading-day, cyclical, and irregular fluctuations. They are particularly
useful in analyzing economic fluctuations that take place within a year. The X- l l variant is used for
adjusting monthly data and the X-11Q for quarterly data. These programs make additive as well as
multiplicative adjustments and compute many summary and analytical measures.

INDEX PROGRAM—This program computes composite and diffusion indexes and summary
measures of the properties of each index.

T IME SERIES PROCESSOR—This program, through simple commands, performs a variety of
arithmetic, statistical, and manipulative operations on time series data.

A monthly report for analyzingSURVEY OF CURRENT BUSINESS
current economic developments.

This report provides a useful combination of current data for more than 2,500 statistical series and
significant articles analyzing economic developments. These data and analyses include such areas as
the national income and product accounts, the balance of payments accounts, plant and equipment
expenditures, regional personal income, and the input-output accounts.

BUSINESS STATISTICS A biennial reference volume containing
statistical series reported currently in the Survey of Current Business.

This report provides historical data back to 1947 for nearly 2,500 time series. The series are accom-
panied by concise descriptions as to their composition, methods of compilation, comparability, revi-
sions, and availability. Also listed are the names and addresses of organizations that provide the basic
data for the series.
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Readers an) invited to submit comments and
suggestions concerning this publication.
Address them to Feliks Tamm, Chief, Statistical
Indicators Division, Bureau of Economic Analysis,
U.S. Department of Commerce, Washington, D.C. 20230

NEW FEATURES

AND CHANGES

FOR THIS ISSUE

UPCOMING REVISIONS

Revisions in the composite indexes of leading, coincident,
and lagging indicators will be made in 1982. The revisions
will incorporate changes in the composition of the indexes
and t|he construction of components, updating of standardi-
zation and trend factors, and revisions to historical data.

i
In thje February 1982 BCD, average weekly initial claims for
unemployment insurance will replace the manufacturing lay-
off rjate as a component of the index of leading indicators.
This (is necessary because the layoff rate will no longer be
prepared by the Bureau of Labor Statistics.

Changes in this issue are as follows:
i

). The National Bureau of Economic Research (NBER) has
identified July 1981 as the most recent cyclical peak in U.!
business activity. In accordance with established policy,
neither the new reference peak nor the shading for a reces-
sion ftfill be added to the BCD charts until a new reference
trough has been designated'by NBER.

I
2. The series on Employee-hours in nonagricultural

establishments (series 48) has been revised by the source
agenciy for the period March 1979 to date. This revision
reflejcts the scheduled inclusion of the latest information
on average weekly hours.

i
"Further information concerning this revision may be

obtaijned from the U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor
Statistics, Office of Productivity and Technology, Division
of Productivity Research.

| (Continued on page 1v

The February issue of BUSINESS CONDITIONS DIGEST is schedul
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3. Beginning with Fiscal Year 1982 (i.e., October 1981), data on Defense
Department military prime contract awards (series 525) include military and
civil functions. In Fiscal Year 1981, civil functions were not included but
were less than 2 percent of the amount of military functions.

Further information concerning this series may be obtained from the U.S.
De|Dartment of Defense, Office of the Secretary of Defense, Summary Manage-
ment Information Division.

4. Appendix C contains historical data for series 5, 23, 48, 58, 63, 93,
94, 110, 345, 346, 962, 967, and 971-978.

5. Appendix G contains cyclical comparisons for series 1, 30, 47, 50,
910, and 920.

IV
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Readers are invited to submit comments and
suggestions concerning this publication.
Address them to Feliks Tamm, Chief, Statistical
Indicators Division, Bureau of Economic Analysis,
U.S. Department of Commerce, Washington, D.C. 20230

NEW FEATURES

AND CHANGES

FOR THIS ISSUE

Changes in this issue are as follows:

1. New seasonal adjustment factors have been computed
for 23 series using the X-ll variant of the Census Method II
seasonal adjustment program. New factors are shown in appen-
dix B for all of these series except 9, 10, 112, 732c, 733c,
and 735c-738c. The table below shows the beginning date for
application of the new factors to each series:

Series
number

5
9
10
13
15
33
72
112
517
525
543
570

Beginning date for
new factors

January 1978
January 1980
January 1978
January 1979
IV Q 1981
January 1978
January 1972
February 1972
December 1981
January 1979
January 1979
January 1980

1 Series
number

580
604
606
614
616
732c
733c
735c
736c
737c
738c

Beginning date for
new factors

January 1979
January 1982
January 1982
January 1982
January 1982
October 1975
October 1972
May 1976
November 1974
November 1972
October 1974

2. The composite index of leading indicators (series
910) and diffusion index of leading indicator components
(series 950) have been revised for the period February 1981 ,
to date to reflect the substitution of average weekly initial
claims for unemployment insurance (series 5) for layoff rate
in manufacturing (series 3) as one of the components. This
change is necessary because the Bureau of Labor Statistics
has discontinued its labor turnover series, which included
the accession, layoff, and quit rates (series 2, 3, and 4).

The composite index of marginal employment adjustments
(series 913) will not be updated beyond December 1981 until
suitable replacements for the layoff rate and the accession
rate can be found.

(Continued on page iv.)

The March issue of BUSINESS CONDITIONS DIGEST is scheduled
for release on April 1.
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Further information concerning these revisions may be obtained from the U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic:
Analysis, Statistical Indicators Division.

3. Severe weather during the January survey week resulted in an aberrant value (36.9) for average workweek in manufactur-
ing (series 1). Accordingly, this series has been omitted from the calculation of the January value for the composite index of
leading indicators (series 910). The effect of the omission is to give the contribution of the average workweek the same value
as that o" the average contribution of the nine other components available for January. If the average workweek figure were in-
cluded, the index would have declined 2.8 percent in January to a level of 124.2.

4. The series on employment and unemployment in the civilian labor force (series 37, 42-44, 60, 90, 91, 441, 442, 444-448,
and 451-453) have been revised for the period 1970 to date. These revisions reflect the source agency's (a) introduction of
population controls based on the 1980 Decennial Census into the estimation procedures and (b) updated seasonal adjustment fac-
tors.

Further information concerning these revisions nay be obtained from the U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statis-
tics, Office of Current Employment Analysis, Division of Employment Analysis.

5. Producer price indexes by stage of processing (series 92 and 331-334) have been revised for the period 1977 to date to
reflect the recalculation of seasonal adjustment factors by the source agency.

Further information concerning these revisions may be obtained from the U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statis-
tics, Office of Prices and Living Conditions, Division of Industrial Prices and Price Indexes.

6. Saries 7 and 8 (manufacturers1 new orders for durable goods and for consumer goods and materials, in 1972 dollars) and
series 36 (change in inventories on hand and on order, 1972 dollars) have been revised for the period 1977 to date on the basin
of revised producer price indexes used as deflators. (See item 5, above.)

Further information concerning these revisions may be obtained from the U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic
Analysis, Statistical Indicators Division.

7. The series on new private housing units started (series 28) has been revised for the period 1979 to date to reflect new
seasonal adjustment factors computed by the source agency.

Further information concerning this revision may be obtained from the U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census,
Construction Statistics Division.

8. The average weekly insured unemployment rate (series 45) has been revised for the period 1977 to date to reflect the
recalculation of seasonal adjustment factors by the source agency.

Further information concerning this revision may be obtained from the U.S. Department of Labor, Employment and Training
Administration, Office of Administration Management.

9. The series on money stock measures (series 85, 102, and 104-108) have been revised by the source agency for the period
1959 to date. These revisions include the updating of seasonal adjustment factors and several benchmark adjustments and compo-
sitional changes. The compositional changes resulted in the consolidation of former Ml-A and Ml-B into a single classification,
Ml; the transfer of small-denomination (under $100,000) retail repurchase agreements from M3 to M2; and the transfer of Institu-
tion-only money market mutual funds, large-denomination time deposits, and large-denomination term repurchase agreements from H?
to M3.

This issue of BCD contains revised data for the period October 1980 to date. (Revised CPI deflators have not been applied
to data for series 105 and 106 for the period prior to October 1980. See item 11, below.) Revised data for the earlier period
will be shown in a subsequent issue.

Further information concerning these revisions may be obtained from the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System,
Division of Research and Statistics, Banking Section.

10. Data on commercial and industrial loans outstanding (series 72 and 112) have been revised for the period 1972 to date
to take into account recent mergers and other structural changes in the banking system. New seasonal adjustment factors have
been computed also, (See item 1, above.)

Further information concerning these revisions may be obtained from the U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic
Analysis, Statistical Indicators Division.

11. Seasonally adjusted consumer price index data (series 320c and 322) have been revised by the source agency for the
period 1967 to date. These revisions reflect the recalculation of seasonal adjustment factors to include developments through
1981.

Further information concerning these revisions may be obtained from the U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statis-
tics, Office of Prices and Living Conditions, Division of Consumer Prices and Price Indexes.

NO£E: Series 53 has been revised for the period 1967 to date to reflect the new seasonal adjustment of series 320,
which is used as a deflator. Series 105 and 106, which also are deflated by series 320, reflect the new sea-
sonal adjustment of CPI for the period October 1980 to date. Revised data for these series, reflecting the
changes noted in item 9, above, and the new seasonally adjusted CPI will be shown in a subsequent issue.

12. Appendix C contains historical data for series 5, 32, 39, 109, 114-119, 950-952, and 968.

13. Appendix G contains recession comparisons for series 5, 8, 19, 29, 32, 36, 41, and 73.
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Readers are invited to submit comments and 
suggestions concerning this publ icat ion. \\C\M c c a t i i d i t c 
Address them to Feliks Tamm, Chief, Statistical I N t W r L A I U K t o 
Indicators Division, Bureau of Economic Analysis, AND CHANGES 
U.S. Department of Commerce, Washington, D.C. 20230 

FOR THIS ISSUE 

Changes in this issue are as follows: 

1. The January value for average workweek in manufac-
tur ing (series 1) has been omitted from the index of leading 
indicators (series 910). This is necessary to avoid the d is-
t o r t i ng ef fects of the extremely low average workweek caused 
by severe weather during the January survey week. 

Including the January average workweek would reduce the 
revised December to January change in the index of leading 
indicators by about 1.5 percentage points, and i t would in-
crease the January to February change by about the same 
amount. The resu l t ing changes in the leading index would 
be meaningless. Instead, the January average workweek has 
been replaced by a subst i tute value obtained by in terpola-
t ing between the December and February values using the 
average of the movement of the other components. 

The Bureau of Labor S ta t i s t i c s has revised the January 
value of average workweek (o r i g i na l l y reported as 36.9 hours) 
to 37.3 hours and released a prel iminary February value of 
39.1 hours. The subst i tute value for January obtained by 
the procedure described above is 39.0 hours. 

2. The series based wholly or in part on consumer in -
stal lment c red i t (series 66, 95, qnd 113) have been revised 
for the period 1980 to date. These revisions r e f l ec t the 
source agency's adjustment of data fo r commercial bank, re-
t a i l e r , and gasoline company components to new benchmarks. 

Further information concerning these revisions may be 
obtained from the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve 
System, Division of Research and S t a t i s t i c s , Mortgage and 
Consumer Finance Section. 
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(Continued on page i v . ) 

The A p r i l i ssue o f BUSINESS CONDITIONS DIGEST i s scheduled 
fo r release on May 4. 
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3. The series on exports, excluding m i l i t a r y aid shipments, to ta l (series 602) 
and general imports (series 612) have been revised by the source agency for the year 
1981 to r e f l e c t the annual updating of basic s t a t i s t i c s and new seasonal adjustment 
fac tors . 

For general imports (series 612), beginning with the compilation of s t a t i s t i c s 
for 1982, the source agency is subst i tu t ing customs value fo r both the f . a . s . ( f ree 
alongside ship) value and the arms-length transaction value components of the c . i . f . 
(cost, insurance, and f re igh t ) value. Compilation of the f . a . s . and arms-length 
transaction values is discontinued. The 1982 c . i . f . f igures are based on customs 
value plus aggregate charges (insurance and f re igh t charges involved in in ternat iona l 
t ransportat ion to the U.S. port of en t ry f . The 1981 c . i . f . f igures are based on the 
arms-length transact ion value plus aggregate charges. 

Further information concerning these revisions may be obtained from the U.S. 
Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Foreign Trade Div is ion. 

4. Revised data for the series on money stock measures (series 85, 102, and 
104-108) are included in th is issue for the period 1948 through 1980. Revised data 
fo r the period since 1980 were included in the February 1982 issue. (See items 9 
and 11 on page iv of that issue.) 

5. Series §41 (real average hourly earnings of production workers, pr ivate 
nonfarm economy) \\as been revised by the source agency for the period 1977 to date. 
This rev is ion re f l ec ts the recent computation of new seasonal adjustment factors fo r 
the consumer pr ice index, a l l items, which is used as the de f la to r . (See item 11 on 
page iv of the February 1982 issue.) 

Further information concerning th is revis ion may be obtained from the U.S. De-
partment of Labor, Bureau of Labor S t a t i s t i c s , Off ice of Product iv i ty and Technology, 
Divis ion of Product iv i ty Research. 

6. The series on net change in mortgage debt held by f inanc ia l i n s t i t u t i o n s and 
l i f e insurance companies (series 33) has been revised for the period 1980 to date to 
r e f l e c t the annual updating of basic s t a t i s t i c s on mortgage debt held by savings and 
loan associat ions. 

Further information concerning th is revis ion may be obtained from the U.S. Sav-
ings and Loan League, 1709 New York Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20006. 

7. Appendix C contains h is to r i ca l data for series 6-10, 13, 20, 28, 33, 36, 37, 
42-45, 53, 60, 72, 90-92, 112, 570, and 580. 

8. Appendix G contains recession comparisons fo r series 20, 40, 43, 57, 74, 90, 
914, and 915. 

iv 
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Readers are invited to submit comments and
suggestions concerning this publication.
Address them to Feliks Tamm, Chief, Statistical
Indicators Division, Bureau of Economic Analysis,
U.S. Department of Commerce, Washington, D.C. 20230

NEW FEATURES

AND CHANGES

FOR THIS ISSUE

Changes in this issue are as follows:

1. The series on sales of retail stores (series 54 and
59) have been revised for the period 1967 to date to reflect
the following revisions by the source agency:

A. Adjustment to new benchmark levels for 1978 to date
utilizing the results of the 1977 Census of Retail
Trade and the 1980 Annual Retail Trade Survey.

B. The shifting of all catalog desk sales from the mail
order category to the department store category for
the period 1967 to date.

C. A new seasonal adjustment for the period 1967 to
date.

Further information concerning these revisions may be
obtained from the U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the
Census, Business Division (series 54), and Bureau of Economic
Analysis, Statistical Indicators Division (series 59).

2. The series on manufacturing and trade sales and
inventories (series 31, 56, 57, 70, 71, and 77) have been
revised beginning with December 1981 based on the source
agency's revised data for retailers' and merchant wholesalers'
sales and inventories. The revision of the retail sales seg-
ment of these series is discussed in item 1, above. Revisions
of the other segments are as follows:

A. Retail inventories data are revised (1) for the
period 1977 through 1981 to reflect corrected data
reported to the Census Bureau, (2) for the period
1980 through 1981 on the basis of data from the 1980
Retail Trade Survey, and (3) for the period 1977 to
date to reflect the application of new seasonal ad-
justment factors.

(Continued on page iv.)

The May issue of BUSINESS CONDITIONS DIGEST is scheduled for
release on June 2.
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B. Wholesale sales and inventories data are revised to reflect (1) annual
estimates from the 1978, 1979, and 1980 Annual Trade Surveys for the
period 1978 through 1980, (2) corrected data for 1972, and (3) the
application of new seasonal adjustment factors for the period 1978 to
date.

Data for total manufacturing and trade sales and inventories, however, in-
corporate these revisions for the period December 1981 to date only. Data for
the earlier period will be released after revised data on manufacturers1 ship-
ments and inventories become available later this year. Revised data for the
constant-dollar (1972) inventory-sales ratios shown in appendix G also will be
available later this year.

Further information concerning these revisions may be obtained from the
U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Business Division (series 31,
56, and 71), and Bureau of Economic Analysis, Statistical Indicators Division
(series 57, 70, and 77).

3. Series 36 (change in inventories on hand and on order) reflects the
revisions in retailers' and merchant wholesalers' inventories discussed above
(item 2) for the period December 1981 to date.

Further information concerning this revision may be obtained from the
U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis, Statistical Indica-
tors Division.

4. Series 33 (net change in mortgage debt held by financial institutions
and life insurance companies) has been revised for the period 1981 to date.
This revision reflects the source agency's annual updating of statistics on
mortgage debt held by weekly reporting large member banks of the Federal Re-
serve System.

Further information concerning this revision may be obtained from the
Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, Division of Research and
Statistics, Banking Section.

5. The series on total merchandise exports and imports (series 602 and
612) have been revised as follows:

A. Series 602 reflects the inclusion of exports from the U.S. Virgin
Islands to foreign countries for the period 1974 through 1979. These
exports already were included in data for 1980 to date.

B. Series 612 reflects (1) the inclusion of imports to the U.S. Virgin
Islands from foreign countries for the period 1974 through 1980 and
(2) the substitution of customs value for f.a.s. (free alongside
ship) value for the period 1974 through 1979.

Further information concerning these revisions may be obtained from the
U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Foreign Trade Division.

6. Appendix C contains historical data for series 441, 442, 444-448,
451-453, 525, 543, 732, 733, and 735-738.

7. Appendix G contains recession comparisons for series 21, 29, 45, 47,
48, 92, 910, and 920.

IV
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Readers are invited to submit comments and
suggestions concerning this publication.
Address them to Feliks Tamm, Chief, Statistical
Indicators Division, Bureau of Economic Analysis,
U.S. Department of Commerce, Washington, D.C. 20230

NEW FEATURES

AND CHANGES

FOR THIS ISSUE

Changes in this issue are as follows:

1. The series on new housing units authorized by local
building permits (series 29) has been revised for the period
1980 to date. This revision reflects the source agency's
updating of statistics for 1981 and application of new sea-
sonal adjustment factors for 1980 to date.

Further information concerning this revision may be
obtained from the U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the
Census, Construction Statistics Division.

2. Appendix C contains historical data for series 66,
85, 95, 102, 104-106, 108, 113, 320, 322, 330, 331, 602, and
612.

3. Appendix G contains recession comparisons for series
30, 50, 51, 82, 86, 91, 104, and 106.
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The June issue of BUSINESS CONDITIONS DIGEST is scheduled for
release on July 2.

II!
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SIX BEA PROJECTS
FOR ECONOMIC
ANALYSIS

For further information (including prices and or-
dering instructions) on any of these items,
please write to the Bureau of Economic Analysis,
U.S. Department of Commerce, Washington, D.C.
20230.

BUSINESS CONDITIONS DIGEST A monthly report for analyzing
economic fluctuations over a short span of years.

This report brings together many of the economic time series most useful to business analysts and
forecasters. In the cyclical indicators section, each of about 110 business cycle indicators is assigned
a three-way timing classification according to its cyclical behavior at peaks, troughs, and all turns.
This section also includes important analytical measures, such as composite indexes of leading, coin-
cident, and lagging indicators and selected diffusion indexes. A second section contains other impor-
tant economic data on prices, wages, productivity, government and defense-related activities, U.S. in-
ternational transactions, and international comparisons.

About 300 time series are shown in analytical graphs that help to evaluate business conditions and
prospects. Current data are shown in accompanying tables. Appendixes provide historical data,
seasonal adjustment factors, measures of variability, cyclical comparisons, and other useful informa-
tion. A computer tape containing data for most of the series is available for purchase.

HANDBOOK OF CYCLICAL INDICATORS A reference volume con-
taining valuable background information for users of Business Condi-
tions Digest.

This recurrent report provides descriptive and analytical information on the economic time series
presented monthly in Business Conditions Digest. Included are series descriptions, historical
data, and measures of variability. For the cyclical indicators and composite indexes, special tables
show detailed scoring measures and average timing at cyclical peaks and troughs. Verbal and
algebraic explanations of the composite index methodology are also provided.

LONG TERM ECONOMIC GROWTH A report for the study of economic
trends over a long span of years: 1860-1970.

This report provides a comprehensive, long-range view of the U.S. economy by presenting relevant
statistical time series in easy-to-follow analytical charts and convenient data tables. It is a basic
research document for economists, historians, investors, teachers, and students, bringing together in
one volume a complete statistical basis for the study of long-term economic trends. A computer tape
file of the time series included in the report is available for purchase.

COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR TIME SERIES ANALYSIS The source
statements for FORTRAN IV programs used by BEA in its analysis of
time series are available on a single computer tape.

SEASONAL ADJUSTMENT PROGRAMS—Two variants of the Census computer program
measure and analyze seasonal, trading-day, cyclical, and irregular fluctuations. They are particularly
useful in analyzing economic fluctuations that take place within a year. The X-ll variant is used for
adjusting monthly data and the X-11Q for quarterly data. These programs make additive as well as
multiplicative adjustments and compute many summary and analytical measures.

INDEX PROGRAM—This program computes composite and diffusion indexes and summary
measures of the properties of each index.

TIME SERIES PROCESSOR—This program, through simple commands, performs a variety of
arithmetic, statistical, and manipulative operations on time series data.

A monthly report for analyzingSURVEY OF CURRENT BUSINESS
current economic developments.

This report provides a useful combination of current data for more than 2,500 statistical series and
significant articles analyzing economic developments. These data and analyses include such areas as
the national income and product accounts, the balance of payments accounts, plant and equipment
expenditures, regional personal income, and the input-output accounts.

BUSINESS STATISTICS A biennial reference volume containing
statistical series reported currently in the Survey of Current Business.

This report provides historical data back to 1947 for nearly 2,500 time series. The series are accom-
panied by concise descriptions as to their composition, methods of compilation, comparability, revi-
sions, and availability. Also listed are the names and addresses of organizations that provide the basic
data for the series.

IV
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Readers are invited to submit comments and
suggestions concerning this publication.
Address them to Feliks Tamm, Chief, Statistical
Indicators Division, Bureau of Economic Analysis,
U.S. Department of Commerce, Washington, D.C. 20230

NEW FEATURES

AND CHANGES

FOR THIS ISSUE

Changes in this issue are as follows:

1. The series on establishment employment have been re-
vised by the source agency to reflect a new benchmark (March
1981) and updated seasonal adjustment factors. The begin-
ning dates for these revisions are as follows:

1977 - Series 1, 21, 40, 41, 340, 341, 961, and 963;
1980 - Series 48 and 570.

Revised data for the other series affected by these
revisions (series 26, 63, 345, 346, 358, 370, and the unit
labor cost and implicit price deflator series shown in
appendix G) will be published in a subsequent issue.

Further information concerning these revisions may be
obtained from the U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor
Statistics, Office of Current Employment Analysis, Division
of Industry Employment Statistics.

2. The series on U.S. international transactions (series
618, 620, 622, 651, 652, and 667-669) have been revised to
reflect the source agency's annual updating of the basic
statistics. The beginning dates for these revisions are as
follows:

1977 - Series 667 and 668;
1978 - Series 651, 652, and 669;
1980 - Series 618, 620, and 622.

Further information concerning these revisions may be
obtained from the U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
Economic Analysis, Balance of Payments Division.

3. Appendix C contains historical data for series 15,
29, 54, 59, 61, 107, 332-335, 340, and 970.

4. Appendix 6 contains recession comparisons for series
1, 8, 19, 32, 41, 73, 930, and 940.
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The July issue of BUSINESS CONDITIONS DIGEST is scheduled for
release on August 3.
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SIX BEA PROJECTS
FOR ECONOMIC
ANALYSIS

For further information (including prices and or-
dering instructions) on any of these items,
please write to the Bureau of Economic Analysis,
U.S. Department of Commerce, Washington, D.C.
20230.

BUSINESS CONDITIONS DIGEST A monthly report for analyzing
economic fluctuations over a short span of years.

This report brings together many of the economic time series most useful to business analysts and
forecasters. In the cyclical indicators section, each of about 110 business cycle indicators is assigned
a three-way timing classification according to its cyclical behavior at peaks, troughs, and all turns.
This section also includes important analytical measures, such as composite indexes of leading, coin-
cident, and lagging indicators and selected diffusion indexes. A second section contains other impor-
tant economic data on prices, wages, productivity, government and defense-related activities, U.S. in-
ternational transactions, and international comparisons.

About 300 time series are shown in analytical graphs that help to evaluate business conditions and
prospects. Current data are shown in accompanying tables. Appendixes provide historical data,
seasonal adjustment factors, measures of variability, cyclical comparisons, and other useful informa-
tion. A computer tape containing data for most of the series is available for purchase.

HANDBOOK OF CYCLICAL INDICATORS A reference volume con-
taining valuable background information for users of Business Condi-
tions Digest.

This recurrent report provides descriptive and analytical information on the economic time series
presented monthly in Business Conditions Digest. Included are series descriptions, historical
data, and measures of variability. For the cyclical indicators and composite indexes, special tables
show detailed scoring measures and average timing at cyclical peaks and troughs. Verbal and
algebraic explanations of the composite index methodology are also provided.

LONG TERM ECONOMIC GROWTH A report for the study of economic
trends over a long span of years: 1860-1970.

This report provides a comprehensive, long-range view of the U.S. economy by presenting relevant
statistical time series in easy-to-follow analytical charts and convenient data tables. It is a basic
research document for economists, historians, investors, teachers, and students, bringing together in
one volume a complete statistical basis for the study of long-term economic trends. A computer tape
file of the time series included in the report is available for purchase.

COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR TIME SERIES ANALYSIS The source
statements for FORTRAN IV programs used by BEA in its analysis of
time series are available on a single computer tape.

SEASONAL ADJUSTMENT PROGRAMS—Two variants of the Census computer program
measure and analyze seasonal, trading-day, cyclical, and irregular fluctuations. They are particularly
useful in analyzing economic fluctuations that take place within a year. The X-ll variant is used for
adjusting monthly data and the X-11Q for quarterly data. These programs make additive as well as
multiplicative adjustments and compute many summary and analytical measures.

INDEX PROGRAM—This program computes composite and diffusion indexes and summary
measures of the properties of each index.

TIME SERIES PROCESSOR—This program, through simple commands, performs a variety of
arithmetic, statistical, and manipulative operations on time series data.

A monthly report for analyzingSURVEY OF CURRENT BUSINESS
current economic developments.
This report provides a useful combination of current data for more than 2,500 statistical series and
significant articles analyzing economic developments. These data and analyses include such areas as
the national income and product accounts, the balance of payments accounts, plant and equipment
expenditures, regional personal income, and the input-output accounts.

BUSINESS STATISTICS A biennial reference volume containing
statistical series reported currently in the Survey of Current Business.

This report provides historical <iata back to 1947 for nearly 2,500 time series. The series are accom-
panied by concise descriptions as to their composition, methods of compilation, comparability, revi-
sions, and availability. Also listed are the names and addresses of organizations that provide the basic
data for the series.
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Readers are invited to submit comments and
suggestions concerning this publication.
Address them to Feliks Tamm, Chief, Statistical
Indicators Division, Bureau of Economic Analysis,
U.S. Department of Commerce, Washington, D.C. 20230

NEW FEATURES

AND CHANGES

FOR THIS ISSUE

Changes in this issue are as follows:

1. The series based wholly or in part on national in-
come and product accounts (NIPA) data have been revised by the
source agency due to the incorporation of new source data,
methodological changes, revised monthly series used to prepare
the estimates, and updated seasonal adjustment factors. All
estimates have been revised for the period 1977 to date.
Constant-dollar and price series for 1973-76 for personal
consumption expenditures and for State and local government
purchases, as well as aggregates for which they are components,
also have been revised.

The series revised are as follows: series 16, 18, 22, 30,
34-36, 49-53, 55, 57, 59, 62, 64, 68, 70, 77, 79-81, 86-89,
95, 107, 108, and 223 in section I-B; all series in section
II-A; series 310 and 311 in section II-B; series 500-502, 510-
512, 564, and 565 in section II-D; and the inventory-sales
ratios shown in appendix G. (See item 2, below, concerning
additional revisions in series 57 and 77.)

Further information concerning these revisions may be
obtained from the U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
Economic Analysis, National Income and Wealth Division.

2. Series 57 (manufacturing and trade sales in constant
dollars) and series 77 (ratio, constant-dollar inventories to
sales, manufacturing and trade) have been revised for the
period 1959 to date to incorporate recent revisions in series
59 (sales of retail stores in constant dollars). These re-
visions are in addition to those noted in item 1, above.

Further information concerning these revisions may be
obtained from the U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
Economic Analysis, Statistical Indicators Division.

(Continued on page iv.)

The August issue of BUSINESS CONDITIONS DIGEST is scheduled
for release on September 2.
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3. Data from the survey of "Manufacturers1 Shipments, Inventories, and
Orders11 (M3-1) have been revised by the source agency for the period 1977 to
date. These revisions reflect (a) benchmarking to the 1979 and 1980 Annual
Surveys of Manufactures and (b) recomputation of seasonal adjustment factors.

The following series have been revised in this issue: series 6-8, 10, 20,
24, 25, 27, 36, 38, 65, 69, 78, 96, 548, 559, 561, 588, and 964.

Revised data for the other series (31, 56, 57, 71, and 77) that include
data from the M3-1 survey will be published in a subsequent issue.

Note: Series 20 and 69 include revisions from 1979 to date to reflect a
new seasonal adjustment of construction-put-in-place data.

Further information concerning these revisions may be obtained from the
U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Industry Division (M3-1
data) and Construction Statistics Division (construction data).

4. The series on net business formation (series 12) has not been updated
for the period since December 1981 because half of its components are not
available. If the missing components do not become available in the future,
the series will be dropped from BCD or will be reconstructed using other
components.

5. Appendix C contains historical data for series 1, 19, 21, 40, 41, 46,
48, 341, 517, 557, 570, 961, 963, and 966.

6. Appendix G contains recession comparisons for series 5, 20, 36, 40,
43, 74, 915, and 917.
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Readers are invited to submit comments and
suggestions concerning this publication.
Address them to Feliks Tamm, Chief, Statistical
Indicators Division, Bureau of Economic Analysis,
U.S. Department of Commerce, Washington, D.C. 20230

NEW FEATURES

AND CHANGES

FOR THIS ISSUE

The subscription price of BCD has been reduced
to $55 per year ($68.75 for foreign delivery).
This is a direct result of the cost-cutting
actions taken in April of this year. If those
actions had not been taken, the subscription
price would have increased.

Changes in this issue are as follows:

1. Two monthly series that measure changes in sensitive
credit are under consideration for inclusion in the cyclical
indicators section of BCD. Beginning with this issue, these
series are shown in appendix G (page 105). Both series are
based on five components: (1) consumer installment credit,
(2) commercial and industrial loans outstanding at large com-
mercial banks, (3) real estate loans at large commercial
banks, (4) mortgage loans at savings and loan institutions,
and (5) commercial paper of nonfinancial companies. The
series are compiled by the Bureau of Economic Analysis from
data supplied by the Board of Governors of the Federal Re-
serve System and the Federal Home Loan Bank Board.

Further information concerning these series may be
obtained from the U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
Economic Analysis, Statistical Indicators Division.

(Continued on page iv.)

The September issue of BUSINESS CONDITIONS DIGEST is scheduled
for release on October 4.
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2. The series on current-dollar manufacturing and trade sales and
inventories (series 31, 56, and 71) have been revised by the source agency
for the period 1977 to date. These revisions reflect the incorporation of
recent revisions in the series' components—the sales and inventories of
manufacturers, merchant wholesalers, and retailers--and updated seasonal
adjustment factors.

Further information concerning these revisions may be obtained from
the U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Business Division.

3. Data on productivity and costs (series 26, 48, 63, 345, 346, 358,
370, and the implicit price deflator and unit labor cost for nonfarm business
(shown in appendix G) have been revised by the source agency to reflect
(a) revised output and compensation measures released as part of the annual
revision of the national income and product accounts and (b) revised measures
of labor input based on updated seasonal adjustment factors and the 1980
Census of Population.

Further information concerning these revisions may be obtained from the
U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, Office of Productivity
and Technology, Division of Productivity Research.

4. Appendix C contains historical data for series 6-8, 10, 20, 24, 27,
34-36, 49, 50, 107, 108, 200, 618, 620, 622, 651, 652, 667-669, and 964.

5. Appendix G contains recession comparisons for series 21, 29, 30,
47, 50, 90, 910, and 920.
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Readers are invited to submit comments and
suggestions concerning this publication.
Address them to Feliks Tamm, Chief, Statistical
Indicators Division, Bureau of Economic Analysis,
U.S. Department of Commerce, Washington, D.C. 20230

NEW FEATURES

AND CHANGES

FOR THIS ISSUE

Changes in this issue are as follows:

1. The series on sales of retail stores in 1972 dollars
(series 59) has been revised for the period 1959 to date to
reflect the recent revision of the implicit price deflator.

On the basis of this revision, series 57 (manufacturing
and trade sales in 1972 dollars) and series 77 (ratio of
constant-dollar inventories to sales, manufacturing and
trade) have been revised over the same period.

Further information concerning these revisions may be
obtained from the U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
Economic Analysis, National Income and Wealth Division and
Statistical Indicators Division.

2. Series 110 (total funds raised by private nonfinan-
cial borrowers in credit markets) has been revised for the
period 1977 to date. This revision reflects the source
agency's annual updating of these statistics.

Further information concerning this revision may be
obtained from the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve
System, Division of Research and Statistics, Flow of Funds
Section.

3. Series 33 (net change in mortgage debt held by
financial institutions and life insurance companies) has
been revised for the period 1981 to date. This revision
reflects the annual updating of data on mortgages held by
life insurance companies.

Further information concerning this revision may be
obtained from the American Council of Life Insurance,
1850 K Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20006.

4. Appendix C contains historical data for series 16,
18, 22, 25, 31, 38, 51-53, 55, 62, 65, 68-71, 78-81, 86-89,
223, 500-502, and 510-512.

5. Appendix G contains recession comparisons for series
45, 48, 57, 77, 92, 106, 108, and 914.

The October issue of BUSINESS CONDITIONS DIGEST is scheduled
for release on November 2.
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SIX BEA PROJECTS
FOR ECONOMIC
ANALYSIS

For further information (including prices and or-
dering instructions) on any of these items,
please write to the Bureau of Economic Analysis,
U.S. Department of Commerce, Washington, D.C.
20230.

BUSINESS CONDITIONS DIGEST A monthly report for analyzing
economic fluctuations over a short span of years.

This report brings together many of the economic time series most useful to business analysts and
forecasters. In the cyclical indicators section, each of about 110 business cycle indicators is assigned
a three-way timing classification according to its cyclical behavior at peaks, troughs, and all turns.
This section also includes important analytical measures, such as composite indexes of leading, coin-
cident, and lagging indicators and selected diffusion indexes. A second section contains other impor-
tant economic data on prices, wages, productivity, government and defense-related activities, U.S. in-
ternational transactions, and international comparisons.

About 300 time series are shown in analytical graphs that help to evaluate business conditions and
prospects. Current data are shown in accompanying tables. Appendixes provide historical data,
seasonal adjustment factors, measures of variability, cyclical comparisons, and other useful informa-
tion. A computer tape containing data for most of the series is available for purchase.

HANDBOOK OF CYCLICAL INDICATORS A reference volume con-
taining valuable background information for users of Business Condi-
tions Digest.

This recurrent report provides descriptive and analytical information on the economic time series
presented monthly in Business Conditions Digest. Included are series descriptions, historical
data, and measures of variability. For the cyclical indicators and composite indexes, special tables
show detailed scoring measures and average timing at cyclical peaks and troughs. Verbal and
algebraic explanations of the composite index methodology are also provided.

LONG TERM ECONOMIC GROWTH A report for the study of economic
trends over a long span of years: 1860-1970.

This report provides a comprehensive, long-range view of the U.S. economy by presenting relevant
statistical time series in easy-to-follow analytical charts and convenient data tables. It is a basic
research document for economists, historians, investors, teachers, and students, bringing together in
one volume a complete statistical basis for the study of long-term economic trends. A computer tape
file of the time series included in the report is available for purchase.

COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR TIME SERIES ANALYSIS The source
statements for FORTRAN IV programs used by BEA in its analysis of
time series are available on a single computer tape.
SEASONAL ADJUSTMENT PROGRAMS—Two variants of the Census computer program
measure and analyze seasonal, trading-day, cyclical, and irregular fluctuations. They are particularly
useful in analyzing economic fluctuations that take place within a year. The X-ll variant is used for
adjusting monthly data and the X-11Q for quarterly data. These programs make additive as well as
multiplicative adjustments and compute many summary and analytical measures.

INDEX PROGRAM—This program computes composite and diffusion indexes and summary
measures of the properties of each index.

TIME SERIES PROCESSOR—This program, through simple commands, performs a variety of
arithmetic, statistical, and manipulative operations on time series data.

A monthly report for analyzingSURVEY OF CURRENT BUSINESS
current economic developments.
This report provides a useful combination of current data for nearly 2,000 statistical series and
significant articles analyzing economic developments. These data and analyses include such areas as
the national income and product accounts, the balance of payments accounts, plant and equipment
expenditures, regional personal income, and the input-output accounts.

BUSINESS STATISTICS A biennial reference volume containing
statistical series reported currently in the Survey of Current Business.

This report provides historical data back to 1947 for nearly 2,600 time series. The series are accom-
panied by concise descriptions as to their composition, methods of compilation, comparability, revi-
sions, and availability. Also listed are the names and addresses of organizations that provide the basic
data for the series.
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Readers are invited to submit comments and
suggestions concerning this publication.
Address them to Feliks Tamm, Chief, Statistical
Indicators Division, Bureau of Economic Analysis,
U.S. Department of Commerce, Washington, D.C. 20230

NEW FEATURES

AND CHANGES

FOR THIS ISSUE

Changes in this issue are as follows:
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1. The series on manufacturing and trade sales and
inventories in current dollars (series 31, 56, and 71) have
been revised by the source agency for the period 1981 to date.
These revisions reflect the updating of seasonal adjustment
factors for sales and inventories of merchant wholesalers.

Further information concerning these revisions may be
obtained from the U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the
Census, Business Division.

2. Appendix C contains historical data for series 26,
30, 64, 213, 217, 220, 224, 225, 227, 230-233, 235-243, 245,
247-253, 255-257, 280, and 282-289.

3. Appendix G contains recession comparisons for series
1, 8, 19, 30, 32, 41, 50, and 51.

The November issue of BUSINESS CONDITIONS DIGEST is scheduled
for release on December 2.
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SIX BEA PROJECTS
FOR ECONOMIC
ANALYSIS

For further information (including prices and or-
dering instructions)-™ any of these items,
please wr]te4o the Bureau of Economic Analysis,
U.SrBepartment of Commerce, Washington, D.C.
20230.

BUSINESS CONDITIONS DIGEST A monthly report for analyzing
economic fluctuations over a short span of years.

This report brings together many of the economic time series most useful to business analysts and
forecasters. In the cyclical indicators section, each of about 110 business cycle indicators is assigned
a three-way timing classification according to its cyclical behavior at peaks, troughs, and all turns.
This section also includes important analytical measures, such as composite indexes of leading, coin-
cident, and lagging indicators and selected diffusion indexes. A second section contains other impor-
tant economic data on prices, wages, productivity, government and defense-related activities, U.S. in-
ternational transactions, and international comparisons.

About 300 time series are shown in analytical graphs that help to evaluate business conditions and
prospects. Current data are shown in accompanying tables. Appendixes provide historical data,
seasonal adjustment factors, measures of variability, cyclical comparisons, and other useful informa-
tion. A computer tape containing data for most of the series is available for purchase.

HANDBOOK OF CYCLICAL INDICATORS A reference volume con-
taining valuable background information for users of Business Condi-
tions Digest.

This recurrent report provides descriptive and analytical information on the economic time series
presented monthly in Business Conditions Digest. Included are series descriptions, historical
data, and measures of variability. For the cyclical indicators and composite indexes, special tables
show detailed scoring measures and average timing at cyclical peaks and troughs. Verbal and
algebraic explanations of the composite index methodology are also provided.

LONG TERM ECONOMIC GROWTH A report for the study of economic
trends over a long span of years: 1860-1970.

This report provides a comprehensive, long-range view of the U.S. economy by presenting relevant
statistical time series in easy-to-follow analytical charts and convenient data tables. It is a basic
research document for economists, historians, investors, teachers, and students, bringing together in
one volume a complete statistical basis for the study of long-term economic trends. A computer tape
file of the time series included in the report is available for purchase.

COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR TIME SERIES ANALYSIS The source
statements for FORTRAN IV programs used by BEA in its analysis of
time series are available on a single computer tape.

SEASONAL A D J U S T M E N T PROGRAMS—Two variants of the Census computer program
measure and analyze seasonal, trading-day, cyclical, and irregular fluctuations. They are particularly
useful in analyzing economic fluctuations that take place within a year. The X- l l variant is used for
adjusting monthly data and the X-11Q for quarterly data. These programs make additive as well as
multiplicative adjustments and compute many summary and analytical measures.

INDEX PROGRAM—This program computes composite and diffusion indexes and summary
measures of the properties of each index.

T IME SERIES PROCESSOR—This program, through simple commands, performs a variety of
arithmetic, statistical, and manipulative operations on time series data.

A monthly report for analyzingSURVEY OF CURRENT BUSINESS
current economic developments.

This report provides a useful combination of current data for nearly 2,000 statistical series and
significant articles analyzing economic developments. These data and analyses include such areas as
the national income and product accounts, the balance of payments accounts, plant and equipment
expenditures, regional personal income, and the input-output accounts.

BUSINESS STATISTICS A biennial reference volume containing
statistical series reported currently in the Survey of Current Business.

This report provides historical data back to 1947 for nearly 2,600 time series. The series are accom-
panied by concise descriptions as to their composition, methods of compilation, comparability, revi-
sions, and availability. Also listed are the names and addresses of organizations that provide the basic
data for the series.
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Readers are invited to submit comments and
suggestions concerning this publication.
Address them to Feliks Tamm, Chief, Statistical
Indicators Division, Bureau of Economic Analysis,
U.S. Department of Commerce, Washington, D.C. 20230

NEW FEATURES

AND CHANGES

FOR THIS ISSUE

Changes in this issue are as follows:

1. The series on bank rates on short-term business loans
(series 67) is now compiled by the source agency on the basis
of revised reporting forms and instructions. The average
interest rate is affected by a new question on frequency of
interest compounding (previously inferred), which causes that
rate to be higher than when calculated on the old basis.
Therefore, data beginning with the third quarter 1982 are
not directly comparable with data prior to that quarter.

Further information concerning this change may be
obtained from the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve
System, Division of Research and Statistics, Banking Section.

2. For series 110 (total private borrowing), revised
1982 data for the first and second quarters and preliminary
data for the third quarter are available only in billions
of dollars at this time. In this issue, zeros are added to
these data to show them in millions of dollars. Official
data in millions of dollars will be published in the next
issue,

3. Appendix C contains historical data for series
48, 54, 56, 57, 59, 63, 95, 96, 110, 260-263, 265-268, 290,
292, 293, 295, 298, 310, 311, 345, 346, 370, 564, and 565.

4. Appendix G contains recession comparisons for
series 73, 74, 82, 86, 91, 104, 930, and 940,
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The December issue of BUSINESS CONDITIONS DIGEST is scheduled
for release on January 4.
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SIX BEA PROJECTS
FOR ECONOMIC
ANALYSIS

For further information (including prices and or-
dering instructions) on any of these items,
please write to the Bureau of Economic Analysis,
U.S. Department of Commerce, Washington, D.C.
20230.

BUSINESS CONDITIONS DIGEST A monthly report for analyzing
economic fluctuations over a short span of years.

This report brings together many of the economic time series most useful to business analysts and
forecasters. In the cyclical indicators section, each of about 110 business cycle indicators is assigned
a three-way timing classification according to its cyclical behavior at peaks, troughs, and all turns.
This section also includes important analytical measures, such as composite indexes of leading, coin-
cident, and lagging indicators and selected diffusion indexes. A second section contains other impor-
tant economic data on prices, wages, productivity, government and defense-related activities, U.S. in-
ternational transactions, and international comparisons.

About 300 time series are shown in analytical graphs that help to evaluate business conditions and
prospects. Current data are shown in accompanying tables. Appendixes provide historical data,
seasonal adjustment factors, measures of variability, cyclical comparisons, and other useful informa-
tion. A computer tape containing data for most of the series is available for purchase.

HANDBOOK OF CYCLICAL INDICATORS A reference volume con-
taining valuable background information for users of Business Condi-
tions Digest.

This recurrent report provides descriptive and analytical information on the economic time series
presented monthly in Business Conditions Digest. Included are series descriptions, historical
data, and measures of variability. For the cyclical indicators and composite indexes, special tables
show detailed scoring measures and average timing at cyclical peaks and troughs. Verbal and
algebraic explanations of the composite index methodology are also provided.

LONG TERM ECONOMIC GROWTH A report for the study of economic
trends over a long span of years: 1860-1970.

This report provides a comprehensive, long-range view of the U.S. economy by presenting relevant
statistical time series in easy-to-follow analytical charts and convenient data tables. It is a basic
research document for economists, historians, investors, teachers, and students, bringing together in
one volume a complete statistical basis for the study of long-term economic trends. A computer tape
file of the time series included in the report is available for purchase.

COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR TIME SERIES ANALYSIS The source
statements for FORTRAN IV programs used by BEA in its analysis of
time series are available on a single computer tape.

SEASONAL ADJUSTMENT PROGRAMS—Two variants of the Census computer program
measure and analyze seasonal, trading-day, cyclical, and irregular fluctuations. They are particularly
useful in analyzing economic fluctuations that take place within a year. The X-ll variant is used for
adjusting monthly data and the X-11Q for quarterly data. These programs make additive as well as
multiplicative adjustments and compute many summary and analytical measures.

INDEX PROGRAM—This program computes composite and diffusion indexes and summary
measures of the properties of each index.

TIME SERIES PROCESSOR—This program, through simple commands, performs a variety of
arithmetic, statistical, and manipulative operations on time series data.

A monthly report for analyzingSURVEY OF CURRENT BUSINESS
current economic developments.

This report provides a useful combination of current data for nearly 2,000 statistical series and
significant articles analyzing economic developments. These data and analyses include such areas as
the national income and product accounts, the balance of payments accounts, plant and equipment
expenditures, regional personal income, and the input-output accounts.

BUSINESS STATISTICS A biennial reference volume containing
statistical series reported currently in the Survey of Current Business.

This report provides historical data back to 1947 for nearly 2,600 time series. The series are accom-
panied by concise descriptions as to their composition, methods of compilation, comparability, revi-
sions, and availability. Also listed are the names and addresses of organizations that provide the basic
data for the series.
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Readers are invited to submit comments and
suggestions concerning this publication.
Address them to Feliks Tamm, Chief, Statistical
Indicators Division, Bureau of Economic Analysis,
U.S. Department of Commerce, Washington, D.C. 20230

NEW FEATURES

AND CHANGES

FOR THIS ISSUE

Changes in this issue are as follows:

1. Series 723 (industrial production index, Canada) has
been revised by the source agency for the period 1978 to date,
This revision reflects the annual updating of basic data and
the application of new seasonal adjustment factors.

Further information concerning this revision may be
obtained from Statistics Canada, Industry Product Division,
Ottawa K1A 0V5.

2. Appendix C contains historical data for series 47,
58, 67, 73-76, 82-84, 358, 548, 559, 561, 577, 578, 588, 742,
7435 745-748, 960, and 19 (1967=100).

3. Appendix G contains recession comparisons for series
5, 20, 36, 40, 43, 64, 80, and 915.
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The January issue of BUSINESS CONDITIONS DIGEST is scheduled
for release on February 1.
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SIX BEA PROJECTS
FOR ECONOMIC
ANALYSIS

For further information (including prices and or-
dering instructions) on any of these items,
please write to the Bureau of Economic Analysis,
U.S. Department of Commerce, Washington, D.C.
20230.

BUSINESS CONDITIONS DIGEST A monthly report for analyzing
economic fluctuations over a short span of years.

This report brings together many of the economic time series most useful to business analysts and
forecasters. In the cyclical indicators section, each of about 110 business cycle indicators is assigned
a three-way timing classification according to its cyclical behavior at peaks, troughs, and all turns.
This section also includes important analytical measures, such as composite indexes of leading, coin-
cident, and lagging indicators and selected diffusion indexes. A second section contains other impor-
tant economic data on prices, wages, productivity, government and defense-related activities, U.S. in-
ternational transactions, and international comparisons.

About 300 time series are shown in analytical graphs that help to evaluate business conditions and
prospects. Current data are shown in accompanying tables. Appendixes provide historical data,
seasonal adjustment factors, measures of variability, cyclical comparisons, and other useful informa-
tion. A computer tape containing data for most of the series is available for purchase.

HANDBOOK OF CYCLICAL INDICATORS A reference volume con-
taining valuable background information for users of Business Condi-
tions Digest.

This recurrent report provides descriptive and analytical information on the economic time series
presented monthly in Business Conditions Digest. Included are series descriptions, historical
data, and measures of variability. For the cyclical indicators and composite indexes, special tables
show detailed scoring measures and average timing at cyclical peaks and troughs. Verbal and
algebraic explanations of the composite index methodology are also provided.

LONG TERM ECONOMIC GROWTH A report for the study of economic
trends over a long span of years: 1860-1970.

This report provides a comprehensive, long-range view of the U.S. economy by presenting relevant
statistical time series in easy-to-follow analytical charts and convenient data tabies. It is a basic
research document for economists, historians, investors, teachers, and students, bringing together in
one volume a complete statistical basis for the study of long-term economic trends. A computer tape
file of the time series included in the report is available for purchase.

COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR TIME SERIES ANALYSIS The source
statements for FORTRAN IV programs used by BEA in its analysis of
time series are available on a single computer tape.

SEASONAL ADJUSTMENT PROGRAMS—Two variants of the Census computer program
measure and analyze seasonal, trading-day, cyclical, and irregular fluctuations. They are particularly
useful in analyzing economic fluctuations that take place within a year. The X-l l variant is used for
adjusting monthly data and the X-11Q for quarterly data. These programs make additive as well as
multiplicative adjustments and compute many summary and analytical measures.

INDEX PROGRAM—This program computes composite and diffusion indexes and summary
measures of the properties of each index.

TIME SERIES PROCESSOR—This program, through simple commands, performs a variety of
arithmetic, statistical, and manipulative operations on time series data.

A monthly report for analyzingSURVEY OF CURRENT BUSINESS
current economic developments.

This report provides a useful combination of current data for nearly 2,000 statistical series and
significant articles analyzing economic developments. These data and analyses include such areas as
the national income and product accounts, the balance of payments accounts, plant and equipment
expenditures, regional personal income, and the input-output accounts.

BUSINESS STATISTICS A biennial reference volume containing
statistical series reported currently in the Survey of Current Business.

This report provides historical data back to 1947 for nearly 2,600 time series. The series are accom-
panied by concise descriptions as to their composition, methods of compilation, comparability, revi-
sions, and availability. Also listed are the names and addresses of organizations that provide the basic
data for the series.
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Readers are invited to submit comments and
suggestions concerning this publication.
Address them to Feliks Tamm, Chief, Statistical
Indicators Division, Bureau of Economic Analysis,
U.S. Department of Commerce, Washington, D.C. 20230

NEW FEATURES

AND CHANGES

FOR THIS ISSUE

Revised current and historical data for the composite
indexes of leading, coincident, and lagging indicators
are scheduled to be shown in the February 1983 issue
of BCD. Changes in some of the component series in-
cluded in the leading and lagging indexes will be in-
troduced. In addition, statistical revisions of the
component series in all of the indexes will be incor-
porated. These changes are the result of recommenda-
tions of the BCD Technical (Advisory) Committee and a
comprehensive review of the indexes by the Bureau of
Economic Analysis.

Changes in this issue are as follows:

1. The series on employment and unemployment in the
civilian labor force (series 37, 42-44, 60, 90, 91, 441, 442,
444-448, and 451-453) have been revised for the period 1978
to date. These revisions reflect the application of updated
seasonal adjustment factors by the source agency.

Further information concerning these revisions may be
obtained from the U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor
Statistics, Office of Employment and Unemployment Statistics,
Division of Employment and Unemployment Analysis.

2. The average weekly insured unemployment rate (series
45) has been revised for the period 1978 to date to reflect
the application of updated seasonal adjustment factors by the
source agency.

Further information concerning this revision may be
obtained from the U.S. Department of Labor, Employment and
Training Administration, Office of Financial Control and
Management Systems.

3. Appendix C contains historical data for series 11,
77, 97, 604, 606, 614, 616, 721-723, 725-728, 965, and the
series shown on page 105.

4. Appendix G contains recession comparisons for series
21, 29, 30, 47, 50, 90, 910, and 920.

A limited number of

changes are made from

time to time to in-

corporate recent find-

ings of economic

research, newly avail-

able time series, and

revisions made by

source agencies in

concept, composition,

comparability, coverage,

seasonal adjustment

methods, benchmark

data, etc. Changes may

result in revisions of

data, additions or

deletions of series,

changes in placement of

series in relation to

other series, changes

in composition of

indexes, etc.

The February issue of BUSINESS CONDITIONS DIGEST is scheduled
for release on March 4.
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1983 U.S.
INDUSTRIAL
OUTLOOK

READY
An annual review and
forecast for 250 industries
with projections to 1987.

A useful reference in planning and forecasting for your business; an aid to judging your company's
performance and progress, and its potential.

The 580-page book is an inexpensive and convenient compilation of historical data, current
trends, near-term and long-term prospects, rates of growth, and other measures of industrial
expansion.

Special articles in the 1983 edition analyze the effect on certain industries of increased defense
spending; summarize the forecasts for the manufacturing sector; and examine economic
performance of U.S. industries for 1973 to 1981.

MAIL THIS ORDER FORM TO: Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402

Credit Card Orders Only
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Readers are invited to submit comments and
suggestions concerning this publication.
Address them to Feliks Tamrn, Chief, Statistical
Indicators Division, Bureau of Economic Analysis,
U.S. Department of Commerce, Washington, D.C. 20230

NEW FEATURES

AND CHANGES

FOR THIS ISSUE

Changes in this issue are as follows:

1. New seasonal adjustment factors have been computed
for 23 series using the X-ll variant of the Census Method II
seasonal adjustment program. New factors are shown in ap-
pendix B for all of these series except series 9, 10, 112,
732c, 733c, and 735c-738c.

Series
number

5
9
10
13
15
33
72
112
517
525
543
570

Beginning date for
new factors

July 1982
January 1982
January 1981
November 1982
I Q 1979
December 1982
January 1983
January 1983
December 1982
November 1982
December 1982
January 1983

Series
number
580
604
606
614
616
732c
733c
735c
736c
737c
738c

Beginning date for
new factors

January 1983
January 1983
January 1983
April 1982
April 1982
December 1982
December 1982
December 1982
December 1982
December 1982
December 1982

2. The composite indexes of cyclical indicators (series
910, 914-917, 920, 930, and 940) have been revised for the
period 1948 to date to reflect improvements in composition,
historical revisions in source data, and routine updating of
statistical factors. These revisions result from a continu-
ing review of the composite indexes by the Bureau of Economic
Analysis.

Improvements in composition. Several components of the
leading and lagging indexes have been replaced with components
more appropriate for measuring current cyclical changes in the
economy. In the leading index, two new components were added
and two were dropped. New series 99, change in sensitive
materials prices (which includes producer price index com-
ponents for selected crude and intermediate materials and spot
market price index components for raw industrial materials)

(Continued on page iv.)

The March issue of BUSINESS CONDITIONS DIGEST is scheduled
for release on April 1.
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replaced former series 92, change in sensitive crude materials prices. New series 111, change in credit outstanding (business and consumer borrowing)
replaced series 104, change in total liquid assets. In the lagging index, series 77, ratio of constant-dollar inventories1 to sales, manufacturing and
trade, replaced series 70, manufacturing and trade inventories'in 1972 dollars. In addition, series 62, labor cost per un,it: of output, was recalcu-
lated to include in the lagging index the deviations of the actual data from their trend. Series 72, commercial and industrial loans outstanding, was
recalculated to include commercial paper of nonfinancial companies and was replaced in the lagging index by its deflated version, new series 101.
(The deflator is the producer price index for all commodities.) Series 109, average prime rate charged by banks, was split into two segments (1948-
1965 and 1966 to date) in the composite index calculations so that the current period could be standardized more accurately.

The composition of two of the leading indicator subgroup îndexes was affected also. In series 915, inventory investment and purchasing, the new
change in sensitive materials prices (series 99) replaced the former sensitive prices component (series 92). In series 917, money and financial
flows, the new change in credit outstanding (series 111) replaced total private borrowing (series 110). Series 913, marginal employment adjustments,
has not been revised because key source data are not available1.

Revisions in source data. The composite indexes have beejn revised to incorporate historical revisions in source data for the components.

Updating of statistical factors. The statistical factors used in computing the composite indexes have been recalculated to cover longer time
spans. These weights, standardization factors, and trend factors are shown in appendix G (pp. 108-109).

The diffusion indexes (series 950-952) based on the composite index components have been revised beginning with 1948. Historical data for the
revised composite and diffusion indexes are shown in appendixiC. Current data on the previous basis for the three major'composite indexes are shown
in appendix G (p. 106).

Further information concerning these revisions may be obtained from the U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis, Statistical
Indicators Division.

3. The series on net business formation (series 12), which was discontinued at the end of 1981 because of the unavailability of two of Its com-
ponents, has been recomputed for the period 1948 to date. Data for 1948 through 1978 are based on the original components, and data for 1979 to date
are based on two original components {new business incorporations and number of business failures) and newly available public utility information.

Further information concerning this series may be obtained from the U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis, Statistical Indi-
cators Division.

4. A new series on change in sensitive crude and intermediate materials prices (series 98) is introduced in this issue. This series consists
of month-to-month percent changes in the producer price component of the series from which series 99 is computed. (See item 2, above.)

Further information concerning this series may be obtained from the U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis, Statistical Indi-
cators Division.

5. The series on new private housing units started (series 28) has been revised for the period 1980 to date to reflect a new seasonal adjust-
ment by the source agency.

Further information concerning this revision may be obtained from the U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Construction Statistics
Division.

6. The series on manufacturing and trade sales in 1972 dollars (series 57) has been revised for the period 1967 to date. This revision re-
flects the incorporation of new sources of data for more recent years and improvements in deflation procedures for the manufacturing and merchant
wholesaler segments.

Series 77 (constant-dollar ratio of manufacturing and jtrade inventories to sales) has been revised over the sane period.

Further information concerning these revisions may be obtained from the U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis, National
Income and Wealth Division.

7. Revised data on U.S. money supply (series 85, 102 ,j and 104-108) art; shown in this issue for the period October 1981 to date. These revi-
sions reflect the incorporation of annual seasonal adjustment and benchmark changes and minor definitional changes by the source agency. When
completed, these changes will extend back to 1959. Revised data for the period prior to October 1981 will be shown in1 a subsequent issue of BCD.

Further information concerning these revisions may be obtained from the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve, System, Division of Research
and Statistics, Banking Section,

8. The producer price indexes (series 331-334) have peen revised for the period 1978 to date to reflect the recalculation of seasonal adjust-
ment factors by the source agency.

Further information concerning these revisions may be1obtained from the U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, Office of Prices
and Living Conditions, Division of Industrial Prices and Ppice Indexes.

9. Series 7 and 8 (manufacturers' new orders for durable goods and for consumer goods and materials in 1972 dollars) and series 36 (change in
inventories on hand and on order in 1972 dollars) have been revised for the period 1978 to date on the basis of revijsed producer price indexes used
as deflators. (See item 8, above.)

Further information concerning these revisions may be, obtained from the U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis, Statistical
Indicators Division.

10. Seasonally adjusted consumer price index data (series 320c and 322) have been revised by the source agency for the period 1967 to date to
reflect the recalculation of seasonal adjustment factors.

Further information concerning these revisions may be obtained from the U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, Office of Prices
and Living Conditions, Division of Consumer Prices.

NOTE: Series for which CPI (series 320) data are used.as deflators reflect the above revision as follows:
Series 53—1967 to date;
Series 105 and 106—October 1981 to date'; and
Series 341-1 Q 1982 to date.

The revised CPI data for earlier years will he incorporated into series 105, 106, and 341 at a later date.

11. Appendix C contains historical data for series 12, 62, 72, 98, 99, 101, 111, 910, 913-917, 920, 930, 940, and 950-952.
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Readers are invited to submit comments and
suggestions concerning this publication.
Address them to Feliks Tamm, Chief, Statistical
Indicators Division, Bureau of Economic Analysis,
U.S. Department of Commerce, Washington, D.C. 20230

NEW FEATURES

AND CHANGES

FOR THIS ISSUE

Changes in this issue are as follows:

1. The composite indexes of leading, coincident, and
lagging indicators were revised in the February 1983 BCD.
In this issue, on pages 107-109, the changes in these indexes
are summarized.

2. Series 54 (sales of retail stores in current dollars)
has been revised by the source agency for the period 1978 to
date. This revision adjusts the level of these data to the
level derived from the 1981 Annual Retail Trade Survey.

Further information concerning this revision may be
obtained from the U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the
Census, Business Division.

3. Series 59 (sales of retail stores in constant dollars)
has been revised for the period 1978 to date to reflect the
revision of the current-dollar data. (See item 2 above.)

Further information concerning this revision may be
obtained from the U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
Economic Analysis, Statistical Indicators Division.

4. Revised data on U.S. money supply (series 85, 102,
and 104-108) are shown in this issue for the period 1959
through September 1981. Revised data for the period since
September 1981 were shown in the February 1983 BCD. (See
"New Features and Changes for This Issue" on page iv of
that issue.)

Further information concerning these revisions may be
obtained from the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve
System, Division of Research and Statistics, Banking Section.

(Continued on page iv.)

The April issue of BUSINESS CONDITIONS DIGEST is scheduled
for release on May 4.
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5. The series on consumer installment credit (series 66 and 113) have been revised
historically by the source agency to reflect new benchmark data and related changes in
seasonal and trading-day factors.

Beginning with this issue, the source agency's seasonally adjusted historical data on
consumer installment credit outstanding are shown in BCD. Previously, consumer install-
ment credit outstanding was seasonally adjusted by the Bureau of Economic Analysis through
December 1944 and carried forward each month by adding the source agency's seasonally
adjusted net change in consumer installment credit to the previous month's seasonally
adjusted total. The seasonally adjusted net change in consumer installment credit pre-
viously published by the source agency was computed as the difference between seasonally
adjusted extensions and liquidations of consumer installment credit. These gross flow
series are no longer available and the net change is computed as the month-to-month dif-
ference in seasonally adjusted consumer installment credit outstanding.

Further information concerning these revisions may be obtained from the Board of
Governors of the Federal Reserve System, Division of Research and1 Statistics, Mortgage
and Consumer Finance Section.

NOTE:. Series 95 and 111, which include data on consumer installment credit, are
revised historically to reflect the above revision.

6. Series 112, change in business loans, has been recalculated as month-to-month
differences (at annual rate) in series 72, commercial and industrial loans outstanding,
which was recomputed last month to include commercial paper issued by nonfinancial com-
panies. (See "New Features and Changes For This Issue" on page iv of the February BCD.)

Further information concerning this revision may be obtained from the U.S. Department
of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis, Statistical Indicators Division.

7. The series on real average hourly earnings of production workers in the private
nonfarrn economy (series 341) has been revised for the period 1967 through 1981 to reflect
the recent revision in the seasonally adjusted consumer price index used as the deflator.
Revised data for the period since 1981 were shown in the February issue.

Further information concerning this revision may be obtained from the U.S. Department
of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, Office of Productivity and Technology, Division of
Productivity Research.

8. The series on exports, excluding military aid shipments, (series 602) and general
imports (series 612) have been revised by the source agency for the year 1982 to reflect
the updating of basic statistics and seasonal adjustment factors.

Further information concerning these revisions may be obtained from the U.S. Depart-
ment of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Foreign Trade Division.

9. The inventory/sales ratios shown in appendix G for manufacturers, retailers, and
merchant wholesalers have been revised for the period 1967 to date. These revisions
reflect the incorporation of new sources of information for more recent years and (for
manufacturers and merchant wholesalers) improvements in deflation procedures,

Further information concerning these revisions may be obtained from the U.S. Depart-
ment of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis, National Income and Wealth Division.

10. Appendix C contains historical data for series 37, 42-45, 60, 90, 91, 320, 322,
441, 442, 444-448, and 451-453.

IV
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Readers are invited to submit comments and
suggestions concerning this publication.
Address them to Feliks Tamm, Chief, Statistical
Indicators Division, Bureau of Economic Analysis,
U.S. Department of Commerce, Washington, D.C. 20230

NEW FEATURES

AND CHANGES

FOR THIS ISSUE

Changes in this issue are as follows:

1. The current-dollar series on manufacturing and trade
sales and inventories (series 31, 56, and 71) have been re-
vised by the source agency for the period 1967 to date. These
revisions reflect the following changes in the sales and in-
ventories of merchant wholesalers: New annual estimates for
1978 and 1979, new 1980 and 1981 annual estimates derived from
the Annual Trade Survey, and new factors used to adjust the
data for seasonal and trading-day variations•

Further information concerning these revisions may be
obtained from the ILS. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the
Census, Business Division.

2. The series on productivity and costs (series 26, 48,
63, 345, 346, 358, 370, and the unit labor cost series shown
in appendix G) have been revised by the source agency. These
revisions reflect (a) new seasonal adjustment factors, from
1970 to date, for the labor input series from the Labor Force
Survey, and (b) new seasonal adjustment factors, from 1947 to
date, for the consumer price index, which is used to deflate
series 346, 358, and 370.

Further information concerning these revisions may be
obtained from the U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor
Statistics, Office of Productivity and Technology, Division
of Productivity Research.

(Continued on page iv.)

The May issue of BUSINESS CONDITIONS DIGEST is scheduled for
release on June 3.
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3. Series 72, 101, 111, and 112 have been revised for the period 1980 to date.
These revisions reflect the application of new seasonal adjustment factors, from
1972 to date, to the balance outstanding on commercial paper issued by nonfinancial
companies. Revised data for the period prior to 1980 will be shown in a subsequent
issue.

Further information concerning this revision may be obtained from the Federal
Reserve Bank of New York, Public Information, 33 Liberty Street, New York, NY 10045.

4. The series on merchandise general imports (series 612) has been revised
by the source agency for the period 1982 to date. This revision reflects the
inclusion of data for mineral fuels, lubricants, and related materials in unadjusted
(rather than seasonally adjusted) form.

Further information concerning this revision may be obtained from the U.S.
Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Foreign Trade Division.

5. Appendix C contains historical data for series 66, 85, 95, 102, 104-106,
108, 113, 331-334, 525, and 543.

6. Appendix G contains recession comparisons for series 30, 45, 46, 50, 76,
77, 910, and 920.

IV
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Readers are invited to submit comments and
suggestions concerning this publication.
Address them to Feliks Tamm, Chief, Statistical
Indicators Division, Bureau of Economic Analysis,
U.S. Department of Commerce, Washington, D.C. 20230

NEW FEATURES

AND CHANGES

FOR THIS ISSUE

Changes in this issue are as follows:

1. Data from the survey of "Manufacturers' Shipments,
Inventories, and Orders" (M3-1) have been revised by the
source agency for the period 1977 to date. These revisions
reflect (a) benchmarking of shipments and inventories esti-
mates to the 1981 Annual Survey of Manufactures; (b) bench-
marking of defense shipments to the "Shipments to Federal
Government Agencies" series; (c) revisions of unfilled
orders levels; (d) recalculation of estimates of new orders,
which are derived from estimates of unfilled orders and
shipments; and (e) updating of seasonal adjustment factors.

The following series have been revised in this issue to
reflect the above-mentioned changes: series 6-8, 10, 24, 25,
38, 65, 69, 78, 96, 548, 559, 561, 588, and 964.

Revised data for other series affected by these changes
(series 20, 27, 31, 36, 56, 57, 70, 71, 77, and the manufac-
turing inventory-sales ratio shown in appendix G) will be
shown in a subsequent issue.

Further information concerning these revisions may be
obtained from the U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the
Census, Industry Division.

2. Series 29 (index of new private housing units au-
thorized by local building permits) has been revised for the
period 1981 to date. This revision reflects the source
agency's updating of basic data for 1982 and application of
new seasonal adjustment factors for 1981 to date.

Further information concerning this revision may be
obtained from the U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the
Census, Construction Statistics Division.

3. Appendix C contains historical data for series 5,
13-15, 32, 48, 107, 910c, 920c, 930c, 962, and 971-978.

4. Appendix G contains recession comparisons for series
1, 8, 12, 41, 48, 51, 930, and 940.
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The June issue of BUSINESS CONDITIONS DIGEST is scheduled for
release on July 5.
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SIX BEA PROJECTS
FOR ECONOMIC
ANALYSIS

For further information (including prices and or-
dering instructions) on any of these items,
please write to the Bureau of Economic Analysis,
U.S. Department of Commerce, Washington, D.C.
20230.

BUSINESS CONDITIONS DIGEST A monthly report for analyzing
economic fluctuations over a short span of years.

This report brings together many of the economic time series most useful to business analysts and
forecasters. In the cyclical indicators section, each of about 110 business cycle indicators is assigned
a three-way timing classification according to its cyclical behavior at peaks, troughs, and all turns.
This section also includes important analytical measures, such as composite indexes of leading, coin-
cident, and lagging indicators and selected diffusion indexes. A second section contains other impor-
tant economic data on prices, wages, productivity, government and defense-related activities, U.S. in-
ternational transactions, and international comparisons.

About 300 time series are shown in analytical graphs that help to evaluate business conditions and
prospects. Current data are shown in accompanying tables. Appendixes provide historical data,
seasonal adjustment factors, measures of variability, cyclical comparisons, and other useful informa-
tion. A computer tape containing data for most of the series is available for purchase.

HANDBOOK OF CYCLICAL INDICATORS A reference volume con-
taining valuable background information for users of Business Condi-
tions Digest.

This recurrent report provides descriptive and analytical information on the economic time series
presented monthly in Business Conditions Digest. Included are series descriptions, historical
data, and measures of variability. For the cyclical indicators and composite indexes, special tables
show detailed scoring measures and average timing at cyclical peaks and troughs. Verbal and
algebraic explanations of the composite index methodology are also provided.

LONG TERM ECONOMIC GROWTH A report for the study of economic
trends over a long span of years: 1860-1970.

This report provides a comprehensive, long-range view of the U.S. economy by presenting relevant
statistical time series in easy-to-follow analytical charts and convenient data tables. It is a basic
research document for economists, historians, investors, teachers, and students, bringing together in
one volume a complete statistical basis for the study of long-term economic trends. A computer tape
file of the time series included in the report is available for purchase.

COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR TIME SERIES ANALYSIS The source
statements for FORTRAN IV programs used by BEA in its analysis of
time series are available on a single computer tape.

SEASONAL A D J U S T M E N T PROGRAMS—Two variants of the Census computer program
measure and analyze seasonal, trading-day, cyclical, and irregular fluctuations. They are particularly
useful in analyzing economic fluctuations that take place within a year. The X-l 1 variant is used for
adjusting monthly data and the X-11Q for quarterly data. These programs make additive as well as
multiplicative adjustments and compute many summary and analytical measures.

INDEX PROGRAM—This program computes composite and diffusion indexes and summary
measures of the properties of each index.

T IME SERIES PROCESSOR—This program, through simple commands, performs a variety of
arithmetic, statistical, and manipulative operations on time series data.

A monthly report for analyzingSURVEY OF CURRENT BUSINESS
current economic developments.

This report provides a useful combination of current data for nearly 2,000 statistical series and
significant articles analyzing economic developments. These data and analyses include such areas as
the national income and product accounts, the balance of payments accounts, plant and equipment
expenditures, regional personal income, and the input-output accounts.

BUSINESS STATISTICS A biennial reference volume containing
statistical series reported currently in the Survey of Current Business.

This report provides historical data back to 1947 for nearly 2,600 time series. The series are accom-
panied by concise descriptions as to their composition, methods of compilation, comparability, revi-
sions, and availability. Also listed are the names and addresses of organizations that provide the basic
data for the series.
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Readers are invited to submit comments and
suggestions concerning this publication.
Address them to Feliks Tamm, Chief, Statistical
Indicators Division, Bureau of Economic Analysis,
U.S. Department of Commerce, Washington, D.C. 20230

NEW FEATURES

AND CHANGES

FOR THIS ISSUE

Changes in this issue are as follows:

1. The series on establishment employment have been re-
vised by the source agency to reflect a new benchmark (March
1982) and updated seasonal adjustment factors. The beginning
dates for these revisions are as follows:

1964 - Series 340 and 341;
1978 - Series 1, 21, 40, 41, 961, and 963; and
1981 - Series 48 and 570.

Revised data for other series affected by these revisions
(series 26, 63, 345, 346, 358, 370, and the unit labor cost
series shown in appendix G) will be published in a subsequent
issue.

Further information concerning these revisions may be
obtained from the U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor
Statistics, Office of Employment Structure and Trends, Division
of Monthly Industry Employment Statistics.

2. Series 31, 56, and 71 (manufacturing and trade sales
and inventories in current dollars) have been revised by the
source agency for the period 1977 to date. These revisions
reflect (a) benchmarking of manufacturers' shipments and in-
ventories data to the 1981 Annual Survey of Manufactures,
(b) benchmarking of defense shipments for 1981 to the "Ship-
ments to Federal Government Agencies" series, (c) recalcu-
lation of new orders estimates, and (d) updating of seasonal
adjustment factors.

Revised data for the series on manufacturing and trade
sales and inventories in constant dollars (series 36, 57, 70,
77, and the inventory/sales ratios shown in appendix G) will
be published in a subsequent issue.

Further information concerning these revisions may be
obtained from the U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the
Census, Business Division.

(Continued on page iv.)

The July issue of BUSINESS CONDITIONS DIGEST is scheduled for
release on August 3.
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3. Series 72, 101, 111, and 112 have been revised for the period 1966 to date
to reflect recent revisions in the balance outstanding on commercial paper issued by
nonfinancial companies. (See "New Features and Changes for This Issue," on page iv
of the April 1983 BCD.)

Further information concerning this revision may be obtained from the Federal
Reserve Bank of New York, Public Information, 33 Liberty Street, New York, NY 10045.

4. The series on U.S. international transactions have been revised to reflect
the source agency's annual updating of the basic statistics. The beginning dates
for these revisions are as follows:

WA ~ Series 620, 622, 667, and 669;
1977 - Series 668;
1979" - Series 651;
1980 - Series 652; and
1981 - Series 618.

Further information concerning these revisions may be obtained from the U.S.
Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis, Balance of Payments Division.

5. Appendix C contains historical data for series 6-8, 23, 25, 28, 29, 38, 65,
69, 78, 93, 94, 96, 548, 559, 561, 588, 964, 967, and 968.

6. Appendix G contains recession comparisons for series 19, 32, 73, 74, 91,
106, 914, and 917.
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Readers are invited to submit comments and
suggestions concerning this publication.
Address them to Feliks Tamm, Chief, Statistical
Indicators Division, Bureau of Economic Analysis,
U.S. Department of Commerce, Washington, D.C. 20230

NEW FEATURES

AND CHANGES

FOR THIS ISSUE

Changes in this issue are as follows:

1. The Business Cycle Dating Committee of the National
Bureau of Economic Research, Inc., has identified November
1982 as the trough of the recession that began in July 1981.
The 1981-82 recession has been added to the BCD charts (pages
10-59) and to the business cycle chronology (appendix E).
The cyclical comparisons in appendix G have been changed to
show business cycle expansions.

2. The series based wholly or in part on national in-
come and product accounts (NIPA) data have been revised by the
Bureau of Economic Analysis for the period 1980 to date to re-
flect the incorporation of new source data.

The series revised are as follows: series 16, 18, 20, 22,
27, 30, 34-36, 49-53, 55, 59, 62, 64, 68, 70, 79-81, 86-89,
95, 107, 108, and 223 in section I-B; all series in section
II-A; series 310 and 311 in section II-B; and series 500-502,
510-512, 564, and 565 in section II-D. (See items 3 and 4,
below, concerning additional revisions in series 20, 36, and
70.)

Further information concerning these revisions may be
obtained from the U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
Economic Analysis, National Income and Wealth Division.

(Continued on page iv.)

The August issue of BUSINESS CONDITIONS DIGEST is scheduled
for release on September 6.
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3. The series on manufacturing and trade inventories in constant dollars have been revised to
incorporate recent revisions in the current-dollar data. (See item 2 of "New Features and Changes
for This Issue" in the June 1983 BCD.) These revisions are in addition to those noted in item 2,
above. In this issue, revised data are shown for the period 1980 to date for series 36 (change in
inventories on hand and on order in constant dollars) and series 70 (manufacturing and trade inven-
tories in constant dollars).

Also, manufacturing and trade sales in constant dollars (series 57) has been revised for the
period January 1983 to date to reflect the revision of retail sales in constant dollars. Revised
data for the period prior to 1983 will be shown in a subsequent issue. The ratio of constant-dollar
inventories to sales, manufacturing and trade (series 77), has been revised for the period January
1983 to date.

Further information concerning these revisions may be obtained from the U.S. Department of
Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis, Statistical Indicators Division.

4. Series 20 (contracts and orders for plant and equipment in constant dollars) and series 69
(machinery and equipment sales and business construction expenditures) have been revised for the
period 1980 to date to reflect the computation of new seasonal adjustment factors for data on the
value of new construction-put-in-place.

In addition to the above revision, series 20 and series 27 (manufacturers1 new orders, capital
goods industries, nondefense, in constant dollars) reflect the use of revised deflators from the
NIPA (item 2, above) and recent revisions in data on manufacturers1 new orders for the period 1977
to date. (See "New Features and Changes for This Issue" in the May 1983 BCD.)

Further information concerning these revisions may be obtained from the U.S. Department of
Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Construction Statistics Division; and Bureau of Economic Analysis,
Statistical Indicators Division.

5. The series on employee-hours in nonagricultural establishments (series 48) has been revised
by the source agency for the period 1979 to date to reflect the application of new seasonal adjust-
ment factors.

Further information concerning this revision may be obtained from the U.S. Department of Labor,
Bureau of Labor Statistics, Office of Productivity and Technology, Division of Productivity Research.

6. Capacity utilization estimates compiled by the Federal Reserve Board (series 82 and 84) have
been revised for the period 1967 to date. These revisions incorporate new data on industrial capac-
ity and its utilization and reflect the decline in recent years (1979-82) in capacity growth for both
manufacturing and producers of industrial materials.

Further information concerning these revisions may be obtained from the Board of Governors of
the Federal Reserve System, Division of Research and Statistics, Business Conditions Section.

7. The series on Japanese industrial production (series 728) has been revised for the period
1978 to date to reflect the source agency's adoption of new base year weights.

Further information concerning this revision may be obtained from the Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development, Economic and Financial Statistics Section (Paris).

8. Appendix C contains historical data for series 1, 21, 40, 41, 72, 101, 109, 111, 112, 570,
580, 961, and 963.

9. Appendix G contains cyclical comparisons for series 30, 43, 47, 50, 910, and 920.
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Readersvare invited to submit comments and
suggestions concerning this publication.
Address them to Feliks Tamm, Chief, Statistical
Indicators Division, Bureau of Economic Analysis,
U.S. Department of Commerce, Washington, D.C. 20230

NEW FEATURES

AND CHANGES

FOR THIS ISSUE

Changes in this issue are as follows:

1. Series 57 (manufacturing and trade sales in constant
dollars) and series 77 (ratio of constant-dollar inventories
to sales, manufacturing and trade) have been revised for the
period 1978 to date. These data incorporate recent revisions
in current-dollar data arid deflators for manufacturing and
trade inventories and sales.

The ratios of constant-dollar inventories to sales shown
in appendix G also are affected by these revisions.

Further information concerning these revisions may be
obtained from the U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
Economic Analysis$ Statistical Indicators Division and
National Income and Wealth Division.

2. The series on newly approved capital appropriations
(series 11 and 965) and backlog of capital appropriations
(series 97) have been revised by the source agency for the
period 1981 to date to reflect the application of new
seasonal adjustment factors.

Further information concerning these revisions may be
obtained from The Conference Board, 845 Third Avenue, New
York, NY 10022.

(Continued on page iv.)

The September issue of BUSINESS CONDITIONS DIGEST is scheduled
for release on October 5.
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3. The series on productivity and costs have been revised by the source agency to
reflect (a) the revision of seasonally adjusted measures of employment and average weekly
hours and (b) the rebenchmarking of data for employees in nonagricultural establishments
to the most recent levels from unemployment insurance records. The beginning dates for
these revisions are as follows:

1947—Series 346;
1949—Series 26 and the implicit price deflator and unit labor

cost series shown in appendix G;
1958--Series 63, 358, and 370; and
1978—Series 345.

Further information concerning these revisions may be obtained from the U.S. Depart-
ment of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, Office of Productivity and Technology, Division
of Productivity Research.

4. Appendix C contains historical data for series 16, 18, 22, 30, 34, 35, 49, 51-53,
55, 68, 79-82, 84, 86-89, 114-116, 223, 310, 311, 618, 620, 622, 651, 652, and 667-669.

5. Appendix G contains cyclical comparisons for series 5, 20, 29, 40, 51, and 940.
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Readers are invited to submit comments and
suggestions concerning this publication.
Address them to Feliks Tamm, Chief, Statistical
Indicators Division, Bureau of Economic Analysis,
U.S. Department of Commerce, Washington, D.C. 20230

NEW FEATURES

AND CHANGES

FOR THIS ISSUE

Changes in this issue are as follows:

1. The series on business expenditures for new plant and
equipment (series 61 and 970a) have been revised by the source
agency for the period 1947 to date to reflect the application
of new seasonal adjustment factors. Revised data for series
970b and 970c, which are based on anticipated expenditures,
will be shown in a subsequent issue.

Further information concerning these revisions may be
obtained from the U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
Economic Analysis, Business Outlook Division.

2. The series on funds raised by private nonfinancial
borrowers in credit markets (series 110) has been revised for
the period 1952 to date to reflect the source agency's annual
updating of these statistics.

Further information concerning this revision may be
obtained from the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve
System, Division of Research and Statistics, Flow of Funds
Section.

3. The industrial production index for Canada (series
723) has been revised by the source agency for the period
1976 to date to reflect the annual updating of basic data
and the application of new seasonal adjustment factors.

Further information concerning this revision may be
obtained from Statistics Canada, Industry Product Division,
Ottawa K1A 0V5.

4. Appendix C contains historical data for series 10,
20, 24, 26, 27, 31, 36, 54, 56, 57, 59, 63, 64, 69-71, 77,
107, 340, 341, and the components of series 26 shown in
appendix G.

5. Appendix G contains cyclical comparisons for series
21, 36, 57, 80, 82, and 90.

The October issue of BUSINESS CONDITIONS DIGEST is scheduled
for release on November 2.
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SIX BEA PROJECTS
FOR ECONOMIC
ANALYSIS

For further information (including prices and or-
dering instructions) on any of these items,
please write to the Bureau of Economic Analysis,
U.S. Department of Commerce, Washington, D.C.
20230.

BUSINESS CONDITIONS DIGEST A monthly report for analyzing
economic fluctuations over a short span of years.

This report brings together many of the economic time series most useful to business analysts and
forecasters, in the cyclical indicators section, each of about 110 business cycle indicators is assigned
a three-way timing classification according to its cyclical behavior at peaks, troughs, and all turns.
This section also includes important analytical measures, such as composite indexes of leading, coin-
cident, and lagging indicators and selected diffusion indexes. A second section contains other impor-
tant economic data on prices, wages, productivity, government and defense-related activities, U.S. in-
ternational transactions, and international comparisons.

About 300 time series are shown in analytical graphs that help to evaluate business conditions and
prospects. Current data are shown in accompanying tables. Appendixes provide historical data,
seasonal adjustment factors, measures of variability, cyclical comparisons, and other useful informa-
tion. A computer tape containing data for most of the series is available for purchase.

HANDBOOK OF CYCLICAL INDICATORS A reference volume con-
taining valuable background information for users of Business Condi-
tions Digest.

This recurrent report provides descriptive and analytical information on the economic time series
presented monthly in Business Conditions Digest Included are series descriptions, historical
data, and measures of variability. For the cyclical indicators and composite indexes, special tables
show detailed scoring measures and average timing at cyclical peaks and troughs. Verbal and
algebraic explanations of the composite index methodology are also provided.

LONG TERM ECONOMIC GROWTH A report for the study of economic
trends over a long span of years: 1860-1970.

This report provides a comprehensive, long-range view of the U.S. economy by presenting relevant
statistical time series in easy-to-follow analytical charts and convenient data tables. It is a basic
research document for economists, historians, investors, teachers, and students, bringing together in
one volume a complete statistical basis for the study of long-term economic trends. A computer tape
file of the time series included in the report is available for purchase.

COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR TIME SERIES ANALYSIS The source
statements for FORTRAN IV programs used by BEA in its analysis of
time series are available on a single computer tape.

SEASONAL A D J U S T M E N T PROGRAMS—Two variants of the Census computer program
measure and analyze seasonal, trading-day, cyclical, and irregular fluctuations. They are particularly
useful in analyzing economic fluctuations that take place within a year. The X-l 1 variant is used for
adjusting monthly data and the X-11Q for quarterly data. These programs make additive as well as
multiplicative adjustments and compute many summary and analytical measures.

INDEX PROGRAM—This program computes composite and diffusion indexes and summary
measures of the properties of each index.

T IME SERIES PROCESSOR—This program, through simple commands, performs a variety of
arithmetic, statistical, and manipulative operations on time series data.

A monthly report for analyzingSURVEY OF CURRENT BUSINESS
current economic developments.

This report provides a useful combination of current data for nearly 2,000 statistical series and
significant articles analyzing economic developments. These data and analyses include such areas as
the national income and product accounts, the balance of payments accounts, plant and equipment
expenditures, regional personal income, and the input-output accounts.

BUSINESS STATISTICS A biennial reference volume containing
statistical series reported currently in the Survey of Current Business.

This report provides historical data back to 1947 for nearly 2,600 time series. The series are accom-
panied by concise descriptions as to their composition, methods of compilation, comparability, revi-
sions, and availability. Also listed are the names and addresses of organizations that provide the basic
data for the series.
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Readers are invited to submit comments and
suggestions concerning this publication.
Address them to Feliks Tamm, Chief, Statistical
Indicators Division, Bureau of Economic Analysis,
U.S. Department of Commerce, Washington, D.C. 20230

NEW FEATURES

AND CH1ANGES

FOR Th S ISSUE

Changes in this issue are as follows:

1. The diffusion indexes based on anticipated business
expenditures for new plant and equipment (series 970b and
970c) have been revised for the period 1947 to date. These
revisions reflect the application of new seasonal adjustment
factors to the value of anticipated expenditures. (See "New
Features and Changes for This Issue" in the September 1983
issue of BCD.)

Further information concerning these revisions may be
obtained from the U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
Economic Analysis, Statistical Indicators Division.

2. Appendix C contains historical data for series 48,
50, 117-119, 200, 213, 217, 220, 224, 225, 227, 230-233, 235-
242, 500-502, and 510-512.

3. Appendix G contains cyclical comparisons for series
1, 8, 30, 50, 910, and 920.
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The November issue of BUSINESS CONDITIONS DIGEST is scheduled
for release on December 5.
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SIX BEA PROJECTS
FOR ECONOMIC
ANALYSIS

For further information (including prices and or-
dering instructions) on any of these items,
please write to the Bureau of Economic Analysis,
U.S. Department of Commerce, Washington, D.C.
20230.

BUSINESS CONDITIONS DIGEST A monthly report for analyzing
economic fluctuations over a short span of years.

This report brings together many of the economic time series most useful to business analysts and
forecasters. In the cyclical indicators section, each of about 110 business cycle indicators is assigned
a three-way timing classification according to its cyclical behavior at peaks, troughs, and all turns.
This section also includes important analytical measures, such as composite indexes of leading, coin-
cident, and lagging indicators and selected diffusion indexes. A second section contains other impor-
tant economic data on prices, wages, productivity, government and defense-related activities, U.S. in-
ternational transactions, and international comparisons.

About 300 time series are shown in analytical graphs that help to evaluate business conditions and
prospects. Current data are shown in accompanying tables. Appendixes provide historical data,
seasonal adjustment factors, measures of variability, cyclical comparisons, and other useful informa-
tion. A computer tape containing data for most of the series is available for purchase.

HANDBOOK OF CYCLICAL INDICATORS A reference volume con*
taining valuable background information for users of Business Condi-
tions Digest.

This recurrent report provides descriptive and analytical information on the economic time series
presented monthly in Business Conditions Digest Included are series descriptions, historical
data, and measures of variability. For the cyclical indicators and composite indexes, special tables
show detailed scoring measures and average timing at cyclical peaks and troughs. Verbal and
algebraic explanations of the composite index methodology are also provided.

LONG TERM ECONOMIC GROWTH A report for the study of economic
trends over a long span of years: 1860-1970.

This report provides a comprehensive, long-range view of the U.S. economy by presenting relevant
statistical time series in easy-to-foilow analytical charts and convenient data tables. It is a basic
research document for economists, historians, investors, teachers, and students, bringing together in
one volume a complete statistical basis for the study of long-term economic trends. A computer tape
file of the time series included in the report is available for purchase.

COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR TIME SERIES ANALYSIS The source
statements for FORTRAN IV programs used by BEA in its analysis of
time series are available on a single computer tape.

SEASONAL A D J U S T M E N T PROGRAMS—Two variants of the Census computer program
measure and analyze seasonal, trading-day, cyclical, and irregular fluctuations. They are particularly
useful in analyzing economic fluctuations that take place within a year. The X-l 1 variant is used for
adjusting monthly data and the X-l 1Q for quarterly data. These programs make additive as well as
multiplicative adjustments and compute many summary and analytical measures.

INDEX PROGRAM—This program computes composite and diffusion indexes and summary
measures of the properties of each index.

T IME SERIES PROCESSOR—This program, through simple commands, performs a variety of
arithmetic, statistical, and manipulative operations on time series data.

SURVEY OF CURRENT BUSINESS A monthly report for analyzing
current economic developments.

This report provides a useful combination of current data for nearly 2,000 statistical series and
significant articles analyzing economic developments. These data and analyses include such areas as
the national income and product accounts, the balance of payments accounts, plant and equipment
expenditures, regional personal income, and the input-output accounts.

BUSINESS STATISTICS A biennial reference volume containing
statistical series reported currently in the Survey of Current Business.

This report provides historical data back to 1947 for nearly 2,600 time series. The series are accom-
panied by concise descriptions as to their composition, methods of compilation, comparability, revi-
sions, and availability. Also listed are the names and addresses of organizations that provide the basic
data for the series.
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Readers are invited to submit comments and
suggestions concerning this publication.
Address them to Feliks Tamm, Chief, Statistical
Indicators Division, Bureau of Economic Analysis,
U.S. Department of Commerce, Washington, D.C. 20230

NEW FEATURES

AND CHANGES

FOR THIS ISSUE

Changes in this issue are as follows:

1. Appendix C contains historical data for series 39,
62, 95, 108, 243, 245, 247-253, 255-257, 260-263, 265-268,
280, 282-290, 292, 293, 295, 298, 564, 565, and 728.

2. Appendix G contains cyclical comparisons for series
12, 19, 41, 45, 76, and 915.
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The December issue of BUSINESS CONDITIONS DIGEST is scheduled
for release on January 4.
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SIX BEA PROJECTS
FOR ECONOMIC
ANALYSIS

For further information (including prices and or-
dering instructions) on any of these items,
please write to the Bureau of Economic Analysis,
U.S. Department of Commerce, Washington, D.C.
20230.

BUSINESS CONDITIONS DIGEST A monthly report for analyzing
economic fluctuations over a short span of years.

This report brings together many of the economic time series most useful to business analysts and
forecasters. In the cyclical indicators section, each of about 110 business cycle indicators is assigned
a three-way timing classification according to its cyclical behavior at peaks, troughs, and all turns.
This section also includes important analytical measures, such as composite indexes of leading, coin-
cident, and lagging indicators and selected diffusion indexes. A second section contains other impor-
tant economic data on prices, wages, productivity, government and defense-related activities, U.S. in-
ternational transactions, and international comparisons.

About 300 time series are shown in analytical graphs that help to evaluate business conditions and
prospects. Current data are shown in accompanying tables. Appendixes provide historical data,
seasonal adjustment factors, measures of variability, cyclical comparisons, and other useful informa-
tion. A computer tape containing data for most of the series is available for purchase.

HANDBOOK OF CYCLICAL INDICATORS A reference volume con-
taining valuable background information for users of Business Condi-
tions Digest.

This recurrent report provides descriptive and analytical information on the economic time series
presented monthly in Business Conditions Digest. Included are series descriptions, historical
data, and measures of variability. For the cyclical indicators and composite indexes, special tables
show detailed scoring measures and average timing at cyclical peaks and troughs. Verbal and
algebraic explanations of the composite index methodology are also provided.

LONG TERM ECONOMIC GROWTH A report for the study of economic
trends over a long span of years: 1860-1970.

This report provides a comprehensive, long-range view of the U.S. economy by presenting relevant
statistical time series in easy-to-follow analytical charts and convenient data tables. It is a basic
research document for economists, historians, investors, teachers, and students, bringing together in
one volume a complete statistical basis for the study of long-term economic trends. A computer tape
file of the time series included in the report is available for purchase.

COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR TIME SERIES ANALYSIS The source
statements for FORTRAN IV programs used by BEA in its analysis of
time series are available on a single computer tape.

SEASONAL ADJUSTMENT PROGRAMS—Two variants of the Census computer program
measure and analyze seasonal, trading-day, cyclical, and irregular fluctuations. They are particularly
useful in analyzing economic fluctuations that take place within a year. The X-l l variant is used for
adjusting monthly data and the X-11Q for quarterly data. These programs make additive as well as
multiplicative adjustments and compute many summary and analytical measures.

INDEX PROGRAM—This program computes composite and diffusion indexes and summary
measures of the properties of each index.

TIME SERIES PROCESSOR—This program, through simple commands, performs a variety of
arithmetic, statistical, and manipulative operations on time series data.

A monthly report for analyzingSURVEY OF CURRENT BUSINESS
current economic developments.

This report provides a useful combination of current data for nearly 2,000 statistical series and
significant articles analyzing economic developments. These data and analyses include such areas as
the national income and product accounts, the balance of payments accounts, plant and equipment
expenditures, regional personal income, and the input-output accounts.

BUSINESS STATISTICS A biennial reference volume containing
statistical series reported currently in the Survey of Current Business.

This report provides historical data back to 1947 for nearly 2,600 time series. The series are accom-
panied by concise descriptions as to their composition, methods of compilation, comparability, revi-
sions, and availability. Also listed are the names and addresses of organizations that provide the basic
data for the series.
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Readers are invited to submit comments and 
suggestions concerning this publication.
Address them to Feliks Tamm, Chief, Statistical INtVV r t A  I U n t o
Indicators Division, Bureau of Economic Analysis, AND CHANGES
U.S. Department of Commerce, Washington, D.C. 20230

FOR THIS ISSUE

A l im ite d  n u m b e r o f  
changes a re  m ade fro m  

t im e  to trme to in 
co rpo ra te  re cen t f in d - 

in g & o f econom ic  
research, new ty a v a il

ab le  tim e  se rie s , and  
rev is ions  m ade by 
source  agencies in 
c o n ce p t, c o m p o s itio n , 

c o m p a ra b ility , coverage , 

seasonal a d ju s tm e n t 
m e th o d s , benchm ark  
data, e tc , C hanges m ay  
re su lt in  rev is ions  o f  
d a ta , a d d it io n s  o r  
d e le tions  o f se rie s , 
changes in  p la ce m e n t o f 
series  in  re la tio n  to  
o th e r  series, changes  
in  c o m p o s itio n  o f 
indexes, etc.

Changes in this issue are as follows:

1. Appendix C contains historical data for series 9, 
11, 33, 47, 61, 67, 83, 97, 110, 345. 346, 348, 349, 358, 
370, 960, 965, 970, and the inventory/sales ratios shown in 
appendix G.

2. Appendix G contains cyclical comparisons for series 
3 2 ,  46, 48, 73, 74, and 914.

The January issue of B U S IN E S S  C O N D IT IO N S  D IG E S T is scheduled 
for release on February 3.
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SIX BEA PROJECTS 
FOR ECONOMIC 
ANALYSIS

For further information (including prices and or
dering instructions) on any of these items, 
please write to the Bureau of Economic Analysis, 
U.S. Department of Commerce, Washington, D.C. 
20230.

BUSINESS C O N D ITIO N S  DIGEST A monthly report for analyzing 
economic fluctuations over a short span of years.
This report brings together many of the economic time series most useful to business analysts and 
forecasters. In the cyclical indicators section, each of about 110 business cycle indicators is assigned 
a three-way timing classification according to its cyclical behavior at peaks, troughs, and all turns. 
This section also includes important analytical measures, such as composite indexes of leading, coin
cident, and lagging indicators and selected diffusion indexes. A second section contains other impor
tant economic data on prices, wages, productivity, government and defense-related activities, U.S. in
ternational transactions, and international comparisons.

About 300 time series are shown in analytical graphs that help to evaluate business conditions and 
prospects. Current data are shown in accompanying tables. Appendixes provide historical data, 
seasonal adjustment factors, measures of variability, cyclical comparisons, and other useful informa
tion. A computer tape containing data for most of the series is available for purchase.

HAND BOO K OF CYCLICAL INDICATORS A reference volume con
taining valuable background information for users of Business Condi
tions Digest.
This recurrent report provides descriptive and analytical information on the economic time series 
presented monthly in Business Conditions Digest. Included are series descriptions, historical 
data, and measures of variability. For the cyclical indicators and composite indexes, special tables 
show detailed scoring measures and average timing at cyclical peaks and troughs. Verbal and 
algebraic explanations of the composite index methodology are also provided.

LONG TERM ECONOM IC GROWTH A report for the study of economic 
trends over a long span of years: 1860-1970.

This report provides a comprehensive, long-range view of the U.S. economy by presenting relevant 
statistical time series in easy-to-follow analytical charts and convenient data tables. It is a basic 
research document for economists, historians, investors, teachers, and students, bringing together in 
one volume a complete statistical basis for the study of long-term economic trends. A computer tape 
file of the time series included in the report is available for purchase.

COM PUTER PROGRAMS FOR TIM E  SERIES ANALYSIS The source
statements for FORTRAN IV programs used by BEA in its analysis of 
time series are available on a single computer tape.
S E A S O N A L  A D J U S T M E N T  P R O G R A M S — Two variants of the Census computer program 
measure and analyze seasonal, trading-day, cyclical, and irregular fluctuations. They are particularly 
useful in analyzing economic fluctuations that take place within a year. The X - l l  variant is used for 
adjusting monthly data and the X-11Q for quarterly data. These programs make additive as well as 
multiplicative adjustments and compute many summary and analytical measures.

IN D E X  P R O G R A M — This program computes composite and diffusion indexes and summary 
measures of the properties of each index.

T IM E  S E R IE S  P R O C E S S O R — This program, through simple commands, performs a variety of 
arithmetic, statistical, and manipulative operations on time series data.

A monthly report for analyzingSURVEY OF CURRENT BUSINESS
current economic developments.
This report provides a useful combination of current data for nearly 2,000 statistical series and 
significant articles analyzing economic developments. These data and analyses include such areas as 
the national income and product accounts, the balance of payments accounts, plant and equipment 
expenditures, regional personal income, and the input-output accounts.

BUSINESS STATISTICS A biennial reference volume containing 
statistical series reported currently in the Survey o f Current Business.
This report provides historical data back to 1947 for nearly 2,600 time series. The series are accom
panied by concise descriptions as to their composition, methods of compilation, comparability, revi
sions, and availability. Also listed are the names and addresses of organizations that provide the basic 
data for the series.
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Readers are invited to submit comments and
suggestions concerning this publication.
Address them to Feliks Tamm, Chief, Statistical
Indicators Division, Bureau of Economic Analysis,
U.S. Department of Commerce, Washington, D.C. 20230

NEW FEATURES

AND CHANGES

FOR THIS ISSUE

Changes in this issue are as follows:

1. The series on employment and unemployment iiffi the
civilian labor force (series 37, 42-44, 60, 90, 91, 441, 442,
444-448, and 451-453) have been revised by the sourti£ agency
for the period 1979 to date. These revisions reflect the
application of updated seasonal adjustment factors.

Further information concerning these revisions may be
obtained from the U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau d*f Labor
Statistics, Office of Employment and Unemployment Statistics,
Division of Employment and Unemployment Analysis.

2. The series on industrial production in the United
Kingdom (series 722) has been revised by the source agency
for the period 1963 to date.

Information concerning this revision may be obtained
from the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Develop-
ment, Economic and Financial Statistics Section, 2 rue Andre-
Pascal, 75775 Paris Cedex 16, France.

3. Appendix C contains historical data for series 19,
58, 517, 577, 578, 742, 743, 745-748, 910, 920, and 930.

4. Appendix G contains cyclical comparisons for series
5, 29, 30, 43, 47, and 50.

A limited number of

changes are made from

time to time to in-

corporate recent find-

ings of economic

research, newly avail-

able time series, and

revisions made by

source agencies in

concept, composition,

comparability, coverage,

seasonal adjustment

methods, benchmark

data, etc. Changes may

result in revisions of

data, additions or

deletions of series,

changes in placement of

series in relation to

other series, changes

in composition of

indexes, etc.

The February issue of BUSINESS CONDITIONS DIGEST is scheduled
for release on March 5.
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SIX BEA PROJECTS
FOR ECONOMIC
ANALYSIS

For further information (including prices and or-
dering instructions) on any of these items,
please write to tJie Bureau of Economic Analysis,
U.S. Department of Commerce, Washington, D.C.
20230.

BUSINESS CONDITIONS DIGEST A monthly report for analyzing
economic fluctuations over a short span of years.

This report brings together many of the economic time series most useful to business analysts and
forecasters. In the cyclical indicators section, each of about 110 business cycle indicators is assigned
a three-way timing classification according to its cyclical behavior at peaks, troughs, and all turns.
This section also includes important analytical measures, such as composite indexes of leading, coin-
cident, and lagging indicators and selected diffusion indexes. A second section contains other impor-
tant economic data on prices, wages, productivity, government and defense-related activities, U.S. in-
ternational transactions, and international comparisons.

About 300 time series are shown in analytical graphs that help to evaluate business conditions and
prospects. Current data are shown in accompanying tables. Appendixes provide historical data,
seasonal adjustment factors, measures of variability, cyclical comparisons, and other useful informa-
tion. A computer tape containing data for most of the series is available for purchase.

HANDBOOK OF CYCLICAL INDICATORS A reference volume con-
taining valuable background information for users of Business Condi-
tions Digest*

This recurrent report provides descriptive and analytical information on the economic time series
presented monthly in Business Conditions Digest Included are series descriptions, historical
data, and measures of variability. For the cyclical indicators and composite indexes, special tables
show detailed scoring measures and average timing at cyclical peaks and troughs. Verbal and
algebraic explanations of the composite index methodology are also provided.

LONG TERM ECONOMIC GROWTH A report for the study of economic
trends over a long span of years: 1860-1970.

This report provides a comprehensive, long-range view of the U.S. economy by presenting relevant
statistica time series in easy-to-follow analytical charts and convenient data tables. It is a basic
research document for economists, historians, investors, teachers, and students, bringing together in
one volume a complete statistical basis for the study of long-term economic trends. A computer tape
file of the time series included in the report is available for purchase.

COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR TIME SERIES ANALYSIS The source
statements for FORTRAN IV programs used by BEA in its analysis of
time series are available on a single computer tape.

SEASONAL A D J U S T M E N T PROGRAMS—Two variants of the Census computer program
measure and analyze seasonal, trading-day, cyclical, and irregular fluctuations. They are particularly
useful in analyzing economic fluctuations that take place within a year. The X41 variant is used for
adjusting monthly data and the X-11Q for quarterly data. These programs make additive as well as
multiplicative adjustments and compute many summary and analytical measures.

INDEX PROGRAM—This program computes composite and diffusion indexes and summary
measures; of the properties of each index.

T I M E SERIES PROCESSOR—This program, through simple commands, performs a variety of
arithmetic, statistical, and manipulative operations on time series data.

A monthly report for analyzingSURVEY OF CURRENT BUSINESS
current economic developments.

This report provides a useful combination of current data for nearly 2,000 statistical series and
significant articles analyzing economic developments. These data and analyses include such areas as
the national income and product accounts, the balance of payments accounts, plant and equipment
expenditures, regional personal income, and the input-output accounts.

BUSINESS STATISTICS A biennial reference volume containing
statistical series reported currently in the Survey of Current Business.

This report provides historical data back to 1947 for nearly 2,600 time series. The series are accom-
panied by concise descriptions as to their composition, methods of compilation, comparability, revi-
sions, and availability. Also listed are the names and addresses of organizations that provide the basic
data for the series.
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Readers are invited to submit comments and
suggestions concerning this publication.
Address them to Feliks Tamm, Chief, Statistical
Indicators Division, Bureau of Economic Analysis,
U.S. Department of Commerce, Washington, D.C. 20230

NEW FEATURES

AND CHANGES

FOR THIS ISSUE

Changes in this issue are as follows:

1. New seasonal, adjustment factors for the 24 series
listed below have been computed using the X-ll variant of the
Census Method II seasonal adjustment program. New factors
are shown in appendix B for all of these series except series
9, 10, 12, 112, 732c, 733c, and 735c-738c.

Series
number

5
9
10
12
13
15
33
72
112
517
525
543

Beginning date for
new factors

October 1983
December 1983
December 1983
October 1983
October 1983
III Q 1983
March 1983
January 1984
January 1984
November 1983
October 1983
November 1983

Series
number

570
580
604
606
614
616
732c
733c
735c
736c
737c
738C

Beginning date for
new factors

January 1984
November 1983
January 1984
January 1984
January 1984
January 1984
December 1983
December 1983
December 1983.
December 1983
December 1983
December 1983

2. The series on new private housing units started
(series 28) has been revised for the period 1981 to date to
reflect a new seasonal adjustment by the source agency.

Further information concerning this revision may be
obtained from the U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the
Census, Construction Statistics Division.

3. The average weekly insured unemployment rate (series
45) has been revised for the period 1979 to date to reflect a
new seasonal adjustment by the source agency.

Further information concerning this revision may be
obtained from the U.S. Department of Labor, Employment and
Training Administration, Office of Administration Management.

(Continued on page iv.)

The March issue of BUSINESS CONDITIONS DIGEST is scheduled
for release on April 3.
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4. Revised data on U.S. money supply and liquid assets (series 85, 102, and 104-
108) are shown in this issue for the period October 1982 to date. These data reflect
the incorporation of benchmark revisions and updated seasonal adjustment factors.
When completed, these revisions will extend back to 1959. Revised data for the period
prior to October 1982 will be shown in a subsequent issue.

Further information concerning these revisions may be obtained from the Board of
Governors of the Federal Reserve System, Division of Research and Statistics, Banking
Section.

5. Series 72, 101, 111, and 112 have been revised by the source agency for the
period 1975 to date. These revisions reflect changes in the reporting panel and item
content for data on commercial and industrial loans. Data on the new basis are shown
in this issue for January 1984 only. Revised data for the earlier period will be
shown in a subsequent issue.

Further information concerning these revisions may be obtained from the Board of
Governors of the Federal Reserve System, Division of Research and Statistics, Banking
Section,

6. The producer price indexes (fceries 98 and 331-334) have been revised for the
period 1979 to date to reflect a new Seasonal adjustment by the source agency.

Series 99 (change in sensitive materials prices) has been revised for the period
1979 to date to reflect the revision of series 98, which is one of its components.

Further information concerning t|ese revisions may be obtained from the U.S.
Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor statistics, Office of Prices and Living Condi-
tions, Division of Industrial Prices $nd Price Indexes.

7. Series 7 and 8 (manufacturer^1 new orders in 1972 dollars for durable goods
and for consumer goods and materials) and series 36 (change in inventories on hand and
on order in 1972 dollars) have been revised for the period 1979 to date on the basis
of revised producer price indexes use! as deflators. (See item 6, above.)

Further information concerning t|ese revisions may be obtained from the U.S.
Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis, Statistical Indicators Division.

8. Seasonally, adjusted consumer price index (CPI) data (series 320c and 322)
have been revised for the period 1979 to date to reflect a new seasonal adjustment by
the source agency.

Further information concerning these revisions may be obtained from the U.S.
Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, Office of Prices and Living Condi-
tions, Division of Consumer Prices.

9. Series $3, 105, 106, and 341 * for which seasonally adjusted CPI data are
used as deflators, have been revised for the period 1979 to date. (See item 8,
above.)

Further information concerning tHe revision of series 341 may be obtained from
the source cited in item 8. Further Information concerning the revision of series
53, 105, and 106 may be obtained from the U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
Economic Analysis*, Statistical Indicators Division.

10. Appendix C contains historical! data for series 37, 42-44, 46, 60, 90, 91,
441, 442, 444-448, and 451-453.

11. Appendix G contains cyclical comparisons for series 20, 40, 51, 910, 920,
and 940.
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Readers are invited to submit comments and
suggestions concerning this publication.
Address them to Feliks Tamm, Chief, Statistical
Indicators Division, Bureau of Economic Analysis,
U.S. Department of Commerce, Washington, D.C. 20230

NEW FEATURES

AND CHANGES

FOR THIS ISSUE

Changes in this issue are as follows:

1. Series 48 (employee-hours in nonagricultural estab-
lishments) has been revised by the source agency for the
period 1982 to date. This revision incorporates recent
changes in the average weekly hours of nonproduction workers
in manufacturing industries.

Further information concerning this revision may be
obtained from the U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor
Statistics, Office of Productivity and Technology, Division
of Productivity Research.

2. Series 33 (change in mortgage debt held by financial
institutions and life insurance companies) and series 111
(change in credit outstanding—business and consumer borrow-
ing) have been revised for the period 1982 to date. These
revisions incorporate recently revised data on mortgages held
by savings and loan associations.

Further information concerning these revisions may be
obtained from the U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
Economic Analysis, Statistical Indicators Division.

3. Series 54 (sales of retail stores in current dollars)
has been revised by the source agency for the period 1978 to
date. This revision adjusts the level of these data to the
level derived from the 1982 Annual Retail Trade Survey.

Further information concerning this revision may be
obtained from the U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the
Census, Business Division.

(Continued on page iv.)

The April issue of BUSINESS CONDITIONS DIGEST is scheduled
for release on May 3.
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4. Series 59 (sales of retail stores in constant dollars) has been revised for
the period 1978 to date to reflect the revision of the current-dollar data. (See
item 3, above.)

Further information concerning this revision may be obtained from the U.S. De-
partment of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis, Statistical Indicators Division.

5. The series on merchandise exports excluding military aid shipments (series
602) and general merchandise imports (series 612) have been revised for the year 1983
to reflect the updating of basic statistics and seasonal adjustment factors.

Further information concerning these revisions may be obtained from the U.S. De-
partment of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Foreign Trade Division.

6. The series on industrial production for OECD, United Kingdom, West Germany,
France, Italy, and Japan (series 721, 722, and 725-728) have been revised by the
source agency for the period 1960 to date. These revisions reflect the updating of
basic statistics and seasonal adjustment factors.

Further information concerning these revisions may be obtained from the Organi-
zation for Economic Cooperation and Development, Economic and Financial Statistics
Section, 2 rue Andre-Pascal, 75775 Paris CEDEX 16, France.

7. Data for series 83 (rate of capacity utilization, manufacturing) will no
longer be collected by the source agency. This change reduces respondent burden and
eliminates duplication. The capacity utilization series compiled by the Board of
Governors of the Federal Reserve System (series 82 and 84) will continue to be up-
dated.

Further information concerning the discontinuance of this series may be obtained
from the U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis, Business Outlook
Division.

8. Appendix C contains historical data for series 98, 99, and 330-335.

9. Appendix G contains cyclical comparisons for series 8, 21, 36, 57, 90, and
108.
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Readers are invited to submit comments and
suggestions concerning this publication.
Address them to Feliks Tamm, Chief, Statistical
Indicators Division, Bureau of Economic Analysis,
U.S. Department of Commerce, Washington, D.C. 20230

NEW FEATURES

AND CHANGES

FOR THIS ISSUE

Changes in this issue are as follows:

1. Data from the survey of "Manufacturers1 Shipments,
Inventories, and Orders" (M3-1) have been revised by the
source agency. These revisions reflect (a) the updating for
1977 to date of seasonal adjustment factors and (b) the
correcting for 1973 to date of unfilled orders data for the
steel industry and new and unfilled orders for data received
too late for inclusion in the monthly publications.

Series based on the M3-1 survey are revised in this
/issue as follows:

1973 to date—series 6-8, 25, 36, 96, and 964;

1977 to date—series 10, 20, 24, 27, 38, 65, 69,
78, 548, 559, 561, and 588.

Revised data for other series affected by these changes
(series 31, 56, 57, 70, 71, 77, and the manufacturing inven-
tory-sales ratio shown in appendix G) will be shown in a
subsequent issue. (See also item 2, below.)

Further information concerning these revisions may be
obtained from the U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the
Census, Industry Division.

2. The current-dollar series on manufacturing and trade
sales and inventories (series 31, 36, 56, and 71) include re-
cent revisions in sales and inventories of retailers and mer-
chant wholesalers for January and February 1984. (They do
not include revisions from the M3-1 survey; see item 1,
above.) Thus, 1984 data for these series are not strictly
comparable with earlier data. Data incorporating recent re-
visions for all components will be shown in a subsequent issue.

Further information concerning these revisions may be
obtained from the U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the
Census, Business Division.

(Continued on page iv.)

The May issue of BUSINESS CONDITIONS DIGEST is scheduled for
release on June 5.
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3. Recently revised data on U.S. money supply and liquid assets are shown in this
issue for the period prior to October 1982 as follows:

1948 to 1982—series 102, 104, 106, and 108;

1959 to 1982—series 85, 105, and 107.

Revised data for the period beginning with October 1982 were shown in the February
1984 BCD. (See "New Features and Changes for This Issue" on page iv of the February
1984 issue.)

Further information concerning these revisions may be obtained from the Board of
Governors of the Federal Reserve System, Division of Research and Statistics, Banking
Section.

4. The series based wholly or in part on consumer installment credit (series 66,
95, 111, and 113) have been revised for the period 1980 to date. These revisions reflect
the source agency's updating of data to new benchmark levels for all holders except
gasoline companies and credit unions and, in some cases, application of new seasonal
adjustment factors. Revised data are shown in this issue for December 1983 to date.
Revised data for the earlier period will be shown in a subsequent issue.

Further information concerning these revisions may be obtained from the Board of
Governors of the Federal Reserve System, Division of Research and Statistics, Mortgage
and Consumer Finance Section.

5. Appendix C contains historical data for series 7, 8, 28, 36, 45, 320, 322, 732,
733, and 735-738.

6. Appendix G contains cyclical comparisons for series 1, 12, 19, 30, 41, and 50.
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Readers are invited to submit comments and
suggestions concerning this publication.
Address them to Feliks Tamm, Chief, Statistical
Indicators Division, Bureau of Economic Analysis,
U.S. Department of Commerce, Washington, D.C. 20230

NEW FEATURES

AND CHANGES

FOR THIS ISSUE

Changes in this issue are as follows:

1. The index of new private housing units authorized by
local building permits (series 29) has been revised for the
period 1982 to date to reflect the source agency's updating
of basic data for 1983 and application of new seasonal adjust-
ment factors for 1982 to date.

Further information concerning this revision may be
obtained from the U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the
Census, Construction Statistics Division.

2. The series based wholly or in part on consumer in-
stallment credit statistics (series 66, 95, 111, and 113)
have been revised for the period 1980 to date, completing
the revision announced in this section in the April 1984
issue of BCD.

Further information concerning these revisions may be
obtained from the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve
System, Division of Research and Statistics, Mortgage and
Consumer Finance Section.

3. Series 33, 72, 101, 111, and 112 have been revised
for the period 1979 to date. These revisions reflect two
types of changes by the source agency: (1) changes in the
definitions of certain assets and liabilities of weekly
reporting large commercial banks and (2) a change in the
reporting panel from 171 banks with domestic office assets
of $750 million to 168 banks with domestic office assets of
$1.4.billion.

Further information concerning these revisions may be
obtained from the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve
System, Division of Research and Statistics, Banking Section,
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(Continued on page iv.)

The June issue of BUSINESS CONDITIONS DIGEST is scheduled for
release on July 5.
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4. The series on change in credit outstanding (series 111) includes revised data
for nonfinancial commercial paper outstanding for the period 1981 to date. This revi-
sion reflects the source agency's correction of these data for reporting errors and is
included in series 111 in addition to the revisions mentioned in items 2 and 3, above.

Further information concerning this revision may be obtained from the Federal
Reserve Bank of New York, Public Information, 33 Liberty Street, New York, NY 10045.

5. The series on current-dollar manufacturing and trade sales and inventories
(series 31, 56, and 71) have been revised by the source agency for the period 1977 to
date. These revisions incorporate recent revisions in manufacturers' sales and inven-
tories data from the M3-1 survey. (See "New Features and Changes for This Issue,"
items 1 and 2, in the April 1984 issue of BCD.)

Further information concerning these revisions may be obtained from the U.S. De-
partment of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Business Division.

6. Appendix C contains historical data for series 33, 48, 53, 54, 59, 85, 102,
104-106, 108, 721-723, and 725-728.

7. Appendix G contains cyclical comparisons for series 32, 45, 73, 74, 80, and
82.
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Readers are invited to submit comments and
suggestions concerning this publication.
Address them to Feliks Tamm, Chief, Statistical
Indicators Division, Bureau of Economic Analysis,
U.S. Department of Commerce, Washington, D.C. 20230

NEW FEATURES

AND CHANGES

FOR THIS ISSUE

Changes in this issue are as follows:

1. The series on establishment employment have been
revised by the source agency to reflect a new benchmark
(March 1983), updated seasonal adjustment factors, and the
incorporation of an improved method of estimating the employ-
ment effect of the entry of new firms into the economy. The
beginning dates for these revisions are as follows:

1976--Series 48. (Revised data for April 1982 to date
are shown in this issue. Revised data for the
earlier period will be shown in a future issue.)

1979—Series 1, 21, 40, 41, 340, 341, 961, and 963.

1982—Series 570.

Revised data for other series affected by these revisions
(series 26, 63, 345, 346, 358, 370, and the unit labor cost
series shown in appendix G) will be shown in a future issue.

Further information concerning these revisions may be
obtained from the U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor
Statistics, Office of Employment Structure and Trends,
Division of Monthly Industry Employment Statistics.

2, The series on business expenditures for new plant
and equipment (series 61 and 970) have been revised by the
source agency for the period 1947 to date to reflect reduced
industry coverage in the Plant and Equipment Survey, This
revision reduces the number of components in diffusion index
970 from 22 industries to 21.

Further information concerning this revision may be
obtained from the U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
Economic Analysis, Business Outlook Division,

(Continued on page iv.)

The July issue of BUSINESS CONDITIONS DIGEST is scheduled for
release on August 3.
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3. The series on U.S. international transactions have been revised to reflect
the source agency's annual updating of the basic statistics. The beginning dates
for these revisions are as follows:

1980—Series 618, 622, 651, 652, and 667-669.

1982—Series 620.

Further information concerning these revisions may be obtained from the U.S.
Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis, Balance of Payments Division.

4. Appendix C contains historical data for series 6, 7, 10, 20, 24, 25, 27,
38, 65, 66, 69, 72, 78, 96, 101, 111-113, 548, 559, 561, 588, and 964.

5. Appendix G contains cyclical comparisons for series 23, 47, 48, 91, 101,
and 914.
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Readers are invited to submit comments and
suggestions concerning this publication.
Address them to Feliks Tamm, Chief, Statistical
Indicators Division, Bureau of Economic Analysis,
U.S. Department of Commerce, Washington, D.C. 20230

NEW FEATURES

AND CHANGES

FOR THIS ISSUE

PRICE REDUCTION

The price of BCD has been reduced to $44 per
year (from $55) and $4 per single copy (from
$5.50). Prices for foreign delivery have
been reduced to $55 per year and $5 per copy.
These reductions result from measures taken
over the past 2 years to cut production and
distribution costs.

Changes in this issue are as follows:

1. The series based wholly or in part on national in-
come and product account (NIPA) data have been revised by the
Bureau of Economic Analysis for the period 1981 to date to
reflect the incorporation of new source data.

Revised series are as follows: series 16, 18, 20, 22,
27, 30, 34-36, 49-53, 55, 59, 62, 64, 68, 70, 79-81, 86-89,
95, 107, 108, and 223 in section I-B; all series in section
II-A; series 310 and 311 in section I I-B; series 500-502,
510-512, 564, and 565 in section II-D; and the retail trade
inventory-sales ratio in appendix G. (Revised inventory-
sales ratios for manufacturers and merchant wholesalers will
be shown in a later issue.) See items 2-5, below, concerning
additional revisions in series 20, 27, 36, and 70.

Further information concerning these revisions may be
obtained from the U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
Economic Analysis, National Income and Wealth Division.

(Continued on page iv.)

The August issue of BUSINESS CONDITIONS DIGEST is scheduled
for release on September 4.
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2. Series 27 (value of manufacturers' new orders, capital goods industries, nondefense,
in constant dollars) has been revised for the period 1970 to date. This revision reflects
the use of revised deflators from the NIPA (item 1, above), a revised seasonal adjustment of
producer price index deflators for the period 1970 to date, and recent revisions in current-
dollar data on manufacturers1 new orders for the period 1973 to date.

Further information concerning this revision may be obtained from the U.S. Department
of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis, National Income and Wealth Division.

3. The series on machinery and equipment sales and business construction expenditures
(series 69) has been revised for the period 1981 to date to reflect the computation of new
seasonal adjustment factors on value of new construction put in place.

Further information concerning this, revision may be obtained from the U.S. Department
of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Construction Statistics Division, and Bureau of Economic
Analysis, Statistical Indicators Division.

4. Series 20 (contracts and orders for plant and equipment in constant dollars) has
been revised for the period 1970 to date. This revision reflects revised NIPA deflators
(item 1, above), revised data for series 27 (item 2, above), and revised data on value of
construction put in place (item 3, above), which is used to deflate the plant component.

Further information concerning this revision may be obtained from the U.S. Department
of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis, Statistical Indicators Division.

5. The series on manufacturing and trade inventories in constant dollars (series 36
and 70) incorporate, in addition to the NIPA revisions mentioned in item 1, above, recent
revisions in the current-dollar data.

Further information concerning these revisions may be obtained from the U.S. Department
of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis, National Income and Wealth Division and Statisti-
cal Indicators Division.

6. For the series on manufacturing and trade sales in constant dollars (series 57 and
77), data for January 1984 to date are not comparable with earlier data. Data for 1984 in-
clude revised data for retail sales and unrevised data for sales of manufacturers and mer-
chant wholesalers. Figures incorporating revised data for all components will be published
in a later issue.

Further information concerning these series may be obtained from the U.S. Department
of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis, Statistical Indicators Division.

7. Series 48 (employee-hours in nonagricultural establishments) has been revised for
the period 1976 to date. This revision reflects the source agency's revised estimates of
employment in nonagricultural service industries and a new seasonal adjustment.

Further information concerning this revision may be obtained from the U.S. Department
of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, Office of Productivity and Technology, Division of
Productivity Research.

8. Appendix C contains historical data for series 1, 21, 29, 40, 41, 570, 914-917,
940, 961, and 963.

9. Appendix G contains cyclical comparisons for series 5, 30, 43, 50, 910, and 920.
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Readers are invited to submit comments and
suggestions concerning this publication.
Address them to Feliks Tamm, Chief, Statistical
Indicators Division, Bureau of Economic Analysis,
U.S. Department of Commerce, Washington, D.C. 20230

NEW FEATURES

AND CHANGES

FOR THIS ISSUE

NEW HANDBOOK AVAILABLE

The 1984 edition Of the HANDBOOK OF CYCLICAL INDICATORS
is now available. This 190-page reference volume con-
tains useful information on the economic time series in
BUSINESS CONDITIONS DIGEST, including series descrip-
tions, composite index methodology, historical data, and
selected reference materials. The 1984 HANDBOOK is
available for $5.50 (stock number 003-010-00127-5) from
the Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Print-
ing Office, Washington, DC 20402.

Changes in this issue are as follows:

1. The series on manufacturing and trade sales in con-
stant dollars (series 57 and 77) have been recomputed for the
period 1978 to date to incorporate recent revisions in data on
sales of manufacturers and merchant wholesalers and in defla-
tors used for these series.

Further information concerning these revisions may be
obtained from the U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Eco-
nomic Analysis, Statistical Indicators Division.

2. Series 11 and 965 (newly approved capital appropria-
tions) and series 97 (backlog of capital appropriations) have
been revised by the source agency for the period 1983 to date
to reflect the application of new seasonal adjustment factors.

Further information concerning these revisions may be
obtained from The Conference Board, 845 Third Avenue, New
York, NY 10022.

(Continued on page iv.)

The September issue of BUSINESS CONDITIONS DIGEST is scheduled
for release on October 3.
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3. The series on productivity and costs have been revised by the source agency
to incorporate revised output and compensation measures reported in the annual revi-
sion of the national income and product accounts. (See "New Features and Changes for
This Issue" on page iii of the July 1984 BCD.) In addition, these series incorporate
the following changes: (a) revised seasonally adjusted measures of employment and
average weekly hours, (b) rebenchmarked data on employment in nonagricultural estab-
lishments, and (c) improved estimates of employment levels in agricultural services.
The beginning dates for these revisions are as follows:

1947—Series 63;
1948--Series 345, 358, and 370;
1949—Series 346;
1956--Series 26 and the implicit price deflator and unit labor cost series

shown in appendix G.

Further information concerning these revisions may be obtained from the U.S.
Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, Office of Productivity and Tech-
nology, Division of Productivity Research.

4. Series 33 (net change in mortgage debt held by financial institutions and
life insurance companies) has been revised for the period 1983 to date to reflect
the annual updating of data on mortgages held by life insurance companies.

Further information concerning this revision may be obtained from the American
Council of Life Insurance, 1850 K Street, N.W., Washington, DC 20006, and the U.S.
Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis, Statistical Indicators Division.

5. Appendix C contains historical data for series 47, 61, 73-76, 340, 341, 618,
620, 622, 651, 652, 667-669, 966, and 970.

6. Appendix G contains cyclical comparisons for series 20, 40, 46, 51, 76, and
940.
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Readers are invited to submit comments and
suggestions concerning this publication.
Address them to Feliks Tamm, Chief, Statistical
Indicators Division, Bureau of Economic Analysis,
U.S. Department of Commerce, Washington, D.C. 20230

NEW FEATURES

AND CHANGES

FOR THIS ISSUE

NEW HANDBOOK AVAILABLE

The 1984 edition of the HANDBOOK OF CYCLICAL INDICATORS
is now available. This 190-page reference volume con-
tains useful information on the economic time series in
BUSINESS CONDITIONS DIGEST, including series descrip-
tions, composite index methodology, historical data, and
selected reference materials. The 1984 HANDBOOK is
available for $5.50 (stock number 003-010-00127-5) from
the Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Print-
ing Office, Washington, DC 20402.

Changes in this issue are as follows:

1. The series on funds raised by private nonfinancial
borrowers in credit markets (series 110) has been revised for
the period 1977 to date to reflect the source agency's annual
updating of these statistics and the application of revised
seasonal adjustment factors.

Further information concerning this revision may be
obtained from the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve
System, Division of Research and Statistics, Flow of Funds
Section.

2. Appendix C contains historical data for series 16,
18, 22, 30, 34, 35, 49, 51-53, 55, 64, 68, 69, 79-81, 86-89,
95, 107, 108, 223, 310, 311, 500-502, 510-512, 564, and 565.

3. Appendix G contains cyclical comparisons for series
8, 21, 36, 57, 90, and 108.
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The October issue of BUSINESS CONDITIONS DIGEST is scheduled
for release on November 5.
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Economic Analysis.
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BUSINESS
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The Wall Street Journal said
it was t hthe single most useful
government publication, in the
opinion of many analysts."
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Readers are invited to submit comments and
suggestions concerning this publication.
Address them to Feliks Tamm, Chief, Statistical
Indicators Division, Bureau of Economic Analysis,
U.S. Department of Commerce, Washington, DC 20230

NEW FEATURES

AND CHANGES

FOR THIS ISSUE

Changes in this issue are as follows:

1. Appendix C contains historical data for series 50,
200, 213, 217, 220, 224, 225, 227, 230-233, 235-243, 245, 247-
253, 255-257, 260-263, 265-268, 280, and 282-284.

2. Appendix 6 contains cyclical comparisons for series
1, 12, 19, 30, 41, and 50.
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The November issue of BUSINESS CONDITIONS DIGEST is scheduled
for release on December 4.
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SIX BEA PROJECTS
FOR ECONOMIC
ANALYSIS

For further information (including prices and
ordering instructions) on any of these items,
please write to the Bureau of Economic Analysis,
U.S. Department of Commerce, Washington,
DC 20230.

BUSINESS CONDITIONS DIGEST A monthly report for analyzing
economic fluctuations over a short span of years.

This report brings together many of the economic time series most useful to business analysts and
forecasters. In the cyclical indicators section, each of about 110 business cycle indicators is assigned
a three-way timing classification according to its cyclical behavior at peaks, troughs, and all turns.
This section also includes important analytical measures, such as composite indexes of leading, coin-
cident, and lagging indicators and selected diffusion indexes. A second section contains other impor-
tant economic data on prices, wages, productivity, government and defense-related activities, U.S. in-
ternational transactions, and international comparisons.

About 300 time series are shown in analytical graphs that help to evaluate business conditions and
prospects. Current data are shown in accompanying tables. Appendixes provide historical data,
seasonal adjustment factors, measures of variability, cyclical comparisons, and other useful informa-
tion. A computer tape containing data for most of the series is available for purchase.

HANDBOOK OF CYCLICAL INDICATORS A reference volume con-
taining valuable background information for users of Business Condi-
tions Digest.

This recurrent report provides descriptive and analytical information on the economic time series
presented monthly in Business Conditions Digest. Included are series descriptions, historical
data, and measures of variability. For the cyclical indicators and composite indexes, special tables
show detailed scoring measures and average timing at cyclical peaks and troughs. Verbal and
algebraic explanations of the composite index methodology are also provided.

LONG TERM ECONOMIC GROWTH A report for the study of economic
trends over a long span of years: 1860-1970.

This report provides a comprehensive, long-range view of the U.S. economy by presenting relevant
statistical time series in easy-to-follow analytical charts and convenient data tables. It is a basic
research document for economists, historians, investors, teachers, and students, bringing together in
one volume a complete statistical basis for the study of long-term economic trends. A computer tape
file of the time series included in the report is available for purchase.

COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR TIME SERIES ANALYSIS The source
statements for FORTRAN IV programs used by BEA in its analysis of
time series are available on a single computer tape.

SEASONAL ADJUSTMENT PROGRAMS—Two variants of the Census computer program
measure and analyze seasonal, trading-day, cyclical, and irregular fluctuations. They are particularly
useful in analyzing economic fluctuations that take place within a year. The X-ll variant is used for
adjusting monthly data and the X-11Q for quarterly data. These programs make additive as well as
multiplicative adjustments and compute many summary and analytical measures.

INDEX PROGRAM—This program computes composite and diffusion indexes and summary
measures of the properties of each index.

TIME SERIES PROCESSOR—This program, through simple commands, performs a variety of
arithmetic, statistical, and manipulative operations on time series data.

A monthly report for analyzingSURVEY OF CURRENT BUSINESS
current economic developments.

Features include a review of current economic developments; articles pertaining to BEA's work
on the national,, regional, and international economic accounts and related topics; quarterly
national income and product accounts tables; and over 1,900 major economic series obtained
from other public and private sources.

BUSINESS STATISTICS A reference volume containing statistical
series reported currently in the Survey of Current Business.

This report provides historical data on statistical time series. The series are accompanied by
concise descriptions of their composition, methods of compilation, comparability, revisions, and
availability. Also listed are the names and addresses of organizations that provide the data for
the series.
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Readers are invited to submit comments and 
s u g g e s t i o n s c o n c e r n i n g t h i s p u b l i c a t i o n . m c \ a / t c a t i i d c c 

A d d r e s s t h e m t o Fel iks T a m m , C h i e f , S t a t i s t i c a l ^ t W ' 1 u K E o 
I n d i c a t o r s Div is ion, B u r e a u of E c o n o m i c Ana lys is , AND CHANGES 
U . S . D e p a r t m e n t of C o m m e r c e , W a s h i n g t o n , D C 2 0 2 3 0 

FOR THIS ISSUE 

Changes in this issue are as follows: 

1. Data for money supply series 85, 102, and 104-107 
have been revised to reflect the source agency's incorpora-
tion of new information on the level and composition of de-
posits received in conjunction with annual shifts among 
weekly, quarterly, and annual reporting panels of depository 
institutions and with regular quarterly reports. The begin-
ning dates for these revisions are as follows: 

1980-Series 104; 

1981--Series 85, 102, 106, and 107; 

1982--Series 105. 

A limited number of 

changes are made f rom 

time to time to in-
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comparability, coverage, 

seasonal adjustment 

methods, benchmark 

data, etc. Changes may 

result in revisions of 

data, additions or 

deletions of series, 

changes in placement of 

series in relation to 

other series, changes 

in composition of 

indexes, etc. 

Further information concerning these revisions may be 
obtained from the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve 
System, Division of Research and Statistics, Banking Section. 

2. Appendix C contains historical data for series 31, 
56, 57, 63, 70, 71, 77, 110, 285-290, 292, 293, 295, 298, 
525, 543, 557, 602, 604, 606, 612, 614, and 616. 

3. Appendix G contains cyclical comparisons for series 
32, 73, 74, 78, 86, and 89. 

The December issue of BUSINESS CONDITIONS DIGEST is scheduled 
for release on January 3. 
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Readers are invited to submit comments and
suggestions concerning jthis publication.
Address them to Feliks Tamm, Chief, Statistical
Indicators Division, Bureau of Economic Analysis,
U.S. Department of Commerce, Washington, DC 20230

NEW FEATURES

AND CHANGES

FOR THIS ISSUE

Changes in this issue are as follows:

1. Series 33 (change in mortgage debt held by financial
institutions and life insurance companies) and series 111
(change in credit outstanding — business and consumer borrow-
ing) have beeni revised for the period 1983 to date. These
revisions reflect the annual updating of data on mortgages
held by savings and loan associations.

Further information concerning these revisions may be
obtained from the U.S. Department of Commerqe, Bureau of
Economic Analysis, Statistical Indicators Division.

2. Appendix C contains historical data for series 10,
12, 13, 20, 24, 27, 36, 48, 54, 59, 62, 345^ 346, and 950-2.

3. Appendix G contains cyclical comparisons for series
47, 48, 80, 82, 910, and 920.
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The January issue of BUSINESS CONDITIONS DIGEST is scheduled
for release on February 5.
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